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CHAPTERR FOUR 

Thee Causes and Impact of Cuba's Crisis in the 1990s 

Throughoutt the first three decades of post-revolutionary society, Cuba's orientation in 

domesticc policies as well as external relations seemed to be clearly defined and 

structuredd around bipolar, Cold War conditions. Within that very context, the Cuban 

party/statee apparatus proved to be an exceptional model in post-colonial development 

andd achieved the status of being a "Third World superpower" in the anti-imperialist 

movement.. [Zimbalist, 1987; Stubbs, 1989] The basis upon which these assumptions 

aree made can be found in: the continuous rising standard of living and material 

progresss documented between 1960 and 1989; the achievements in education, 

medicinee and scientific research, and, the country's intervention in other post-colonial 

affairs.. For example: repeatedly elected as head of the Non Aligned Movement, 

militaryy intervention in Angola and southern Africa, and, humanitarian and technical 

aidd offered to countries like Jamaica, Nicaragua, Ethiopia and Grenada. [Dominguez 

andd Hernandez, 1989] Regardless of the undeniable contradictions and problems that 

Cubann society encountered during that period, it is commonly agreed that the country 

wass consolidated under a politically unified Communist Party that implemented 

programss of stable economic, and relatively egalitarian, social growth. These same 

characteristics,, developed under a state-led economy, can be considered as the basis of 

party/statee legitimacy in the face of the country's vast majority. 

However,, the state leadership and the country's general population entered the 1990s 

underr harsh circumstances, where all the previously mentioned developments 

includingg and especially party/state legitimacy was put to the test of political, military 

andd economic isolation. The crisis that Cuba faced could never be exaggerated. Due to 

thee decomposition of the Socialist blocc and the consequential fall of the Soviet Union, 

Cubaa lost between 80-85% of its external trade and more than 50% of its purchasing 

power.. [Dominguez, 1995, 23; Mesa-Lago, 1992:4] Within one year, 1989-1990, 

importss from Eastern Europe were reduced by approximately 50%, a third of which 

originatedd in the Soviet Union. [Perez Lopez, 1995:1] In total, Cuba's foreign 
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purchasingg power shrank from $8.1 billion in 1989 to no more than $3 billion in 1992. 

Afterr thirty-one consecutive years of economic growth, Cuba's GDP contracted in 

1990.. At first, economic conditions resembled that of a recession, but later accelerated 

intoo a depression between 1991 and 1993. The drop in GDP was that of 34,8% 

betweenn respective years. Exports fell 67% and imports fell 72%, resulting in a 30% 

falll  in domestic consumption. [Gonzalez, 1995:3] Additionally, the excess of national 

currencyy in relation to supply of goods became a serious macroeconomic problem. 

Foodd consumption plummeted and petroleum was removed from both the black 

markett as well as the legal market. Due to the reinforced US economic embargo, Cuba 

couldd no longer purchase essential products such as fuel and medicine from its 

neighbouringg countries; transportation and electricity use was drastically cut back and 

healthh services suffered. For the first time in history of the Revolution, the population 

camee to know malnutrition through the augmented rationing system. The Cuban 

massess were restless. During the PCC's fourth Congress in 1991, the situation was 

blanketedd by the phrase El Periodo Especial en El Tiempo de Paz (the Special Period 

inn the Time of Peace; here referring to the end of the Cold War). 

Thee crisis that characterised the bulk of the 1990s in Cuba can be attributed to a 

varietyy of factors that can be classified into four broad categories, none of which are 

independentt from each other; rather, they are all interrelated and often worked 

simultaneously.. These categories are: Internal economic dynamics and logistics of 

Cubann revolutionary social development; the evolutionary demise of the CMEA 

parallell  market system; the complete dissolution of the Soviet Union as a global 

superpowerr and political structure; lastly, the hardening of the US economic embargo 

againstt the island's economy. The purpose of this chapter is to delineate these factors, 

describee the consequences, and highlight their impact upon Cuban society and 

structuree of the state-led political economy. This study will explain how and why the 

one-party/statee apparatus continues to exist. 

Onee mistake that is often made with regards to the Cuban crisis of the 1990s (and all 

otherr domestic crises of economic origin) is that of concentrating strictly upon 

externall  factors. Super structuralists, found in Cuba as well as throughout academia 

worldd wide, tend to blame all the problems of developing countries on the world's 
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politicall  economy. [Panitch, 1994:1] While structuralists may be right in the idea that 

wee live in one world economic system and that points of comparison are only possible 

throughh a global perspective, it is nevertheless important to look at the internal 

dynamicss of Cuba's economy just prior to the fall of the Berlin Wall (the early to mid-

1980s)) and possibly even further than that (1970s) for historical references. It is 

equallyy important to understand what the situation was that Cuba was in and how the 

governmentt and people reacted to the crisis. After all, what makes one country 

differentt from another is the manner in which autochthonous reaction to the world 

systemm takes place. The economic problems that Cuba encountered during the 1990s 

weree not strictly due to the fall of the Berlin Wall and the demise of the Soviet 

Empire. . 

Inn Cuba, the analysis of change or adjustment is publicly promoted through the 

declarationss of the PCC Congresses, which were held every five years ever since 

1975,, when the institutionalisation of the Revolution (meaning the creation of 

normativee structures) and the edification of its political system took place. At each of 

thesee Congresses the national agenda for economic development had been discussed 

att all levels of society, where certain current global trends like neo-liberal capitalism 

andd antagonistic factors like the US Embargo are criticised. At the same time, 

problemm solving geared towards making domestic productivity more efficient has 

playedd an important role in dealing with the economic crisis. Terms like efficiency, 

rectificationn and reforms are not new to Cuba. There has always been the need not 

onlyy to adjust to global trends but also to "perfect socialism" from within and raise the 

levell  of productivity. 

Thee documents produced by the PCC have been useful in the search for factors that 

helpp explain the economic crisis and the adjustments made throughout the 1990s. 

Theyy tend to offer a critical view of the global political economy and also point out 

wheree efficiency in production and distribution need fixing. However, because 

economicc research is controlled by the state-apparatus and the documents must -by 

law-- represent the intentions of state leadership, many internal factors, which have 

contributedd to the crisis, have been overlooked. Rarely does the PCC point to the 

drasticc social consequences of the economic policies it puts forth. In this manner, it 
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becomess difficult for the research centres in Cuba to reflect upon the domestic 

conditions,, which the country faced during or prior to the time of global structural 

changes.. So it is, then, imperative to relate both internal as well as external factors to 

thee economic crisis; if not internal factors, then at least the internal conditions that 

weree present at the time of mounting economic crisis. 

4.11 A background 

Thoughh the seizure of state power by the revolutionary leadership was fulfilled in 

1959,, the state institutions that defined Cuba's socialist character and command 

economyy were only established during the 1970s. [Dominguez, 1978] It was this 

decade,, which set the parameters of state-led development and the interaction between 

thee domestic and international social-economic forces. Additionally, this can be 

consideredd as the time when the Revolution was institutionalised; whereby Cuba's 

governmentt took form and created a strong party/state apparatus. As mentioned in 

Chapterr Three, the congealing of political structures and mass organisations under the 

Constitutionn is what has ensured PCC legitimacy on the state and popular levels over 

thee last couple of decades. But in order to participate in the global economy, the 

Cubann leadership had to shape the political economy according to the options that 

weree available during the time of institutionalising the Revolution. 

Ecksteinn calls this era (1970s) the "retreat to Socialism", after the mistaken attempt of 

jumpingg into "radical communism" during the 1960s. [Eckstein, 1994] She points out 

thatt this retreat was not so much an ideologically inspired move, but rather a dawning 

off  the realisation that the country needed to insert itself into the global economy. 

Bringingg Cuba into economic reality included the need for Cuba to open up to the 

Westt for trade and commerce, as was common with all CMEA countries. For 

instance,, in 1974, Cuba took advantage of the sugar price which was at the time USS 

0.688 (cents) per pound in the West. [Eckstein, 1994:50] In this sense, trade with non-

Socialistt countries was dependent on what terms of trade were most favourable to 

Cuba'ss national project. In total, the Western Bloc accounted for 41 percent of the 

island'ss trade by 1980. [Eckstein, 1980:263-268] This signifies that Cuba was never 

completelyy dependent on Soviet subsidies. It also means that the Cuban drive for 
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normalisingg economic relations with the West is not recent. Even US based 

corporationss increased their trade with Cuba, as the embargo was being softened in 

Washingtonn under the Carter administration. In 1982, the Cuban legislature passed a 

law/decreee regarding the Foreign Investment Code, which made formal the state 

leadership'ss intentions to attract foreign hard currency into the country. The 1982 

reformm permitted investors up to 49 percent of private ownership and profit. Sectors 

suchh as tourism, construction, and pharmaceutical production came out of this change 

andd invitation. 

Relationss with the world market economy were used in an attempt at developing the 

nationall  economy to its highest potential. By turning to export oriented growth and the 

formall  reception of Western investors, the late seventies and early eighties showed 

signss of indisputable economic and social growth. As a result, the average yearly 

growthh rate between 1981 and 1984 was 7 percent GDP. [FRI Report, 1997] It is 

interestingg to note here that economic growth continued in Cuba while it did not 

throughoutt most of Latin America. While neighbouring countries experienced littl e or 

noo growth due to the Debt Crisis of the early 1980s, Cuba started to reap the benefits 

off  preferential agreements not only with its socialist allies but also by playing the 

gamee on both sides of the fence in opening up to foreign investment. 

4.22 The effects of integration 

Turningg to the world market took a toll on the state's fiscal affairs. Despite the 

economicc growth that Cuba experienced during the seventies and the early part of the 

eighties,, other problems emanated at the forefront of the leadership's concern. It was 

mainlyy a question of foreign debt and access to credits in hard currencies. During the 

mid-eighties,, the government's ability to finance hard currency imports began to fail. 

Thee blame can be put on the fall of world market prices for Cuba's principal hard 

currencyy earning exports. During the early eighties, Russia allowed Cuba to refine and 

re-exportt its oil to other countries; for some time, this was Cuba's number one source 

off  hard currency. Garcia and Lopez [1997:192] note that between 1984 and 1987, 

Cubaa imported 99% of its required oil from the USSR; this is including the oil that it 

importedd for refining and re-exporting, for which the country made an average of US$ 
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1.55 billion annually. But just as Cuba reached its oil-exporting peak in 1985, the 

followingg year was met by a reduction of approximately 50%. [GWR: 16 September 

1990:3;; Marconi Braga, 1997:16-20] For reasons that will be explained in the 

followingg sections, Soviet oil deliveries to Cuba were reduced on an annual basis by 

accordss or by renegotiations of original trade deals with the island. 

Additionally,, the world market prices for sugar were reduced abysmally. In 1980, 

sugarr cost US $0.27 per pound, in 1985 this price dropped to 7 cents per pound. This 

wass the lowest price for sugar in real terms since the 1930s. Hard currency earnings 

fromm sugar dropped by nearly 80% between 1981 and 1985. [Granma Weekly Review, 

166 September 1990:3] Cuba had come to confront the reality that its primary and 

historicall  product (sugar) was replaced indefinitely at an industrial level. Nickel, or 

thee use thereof, during the late seventies and early eighties, was widely replaced by the 

productionn of plastic substitutions. [Alonso, 1992:41] With a lack of the much-needed 

hardd currency, Cuba's import consumption from the West dropped. Even more 

importantly,, the country's trade debt to non-Socialist countries mounted from 3.6 

billionn Pesos in 1985 to nearly 6 billion Pesos the following year. At the time the Peso 

wass roughly equivalent to the US dollar [Eckstein: 1994:72] With the exception of 

onee debt rescheduling in the Paris Club in 1986, the country was unable to achieve 

successs in obtaining more credits from the West. To exacerbate the problem even 

further,, the value of the US dollar fell on a global scale; since Cuba had to contract 

manyy of its loans in other Western currencies -thanks to the US embargo-, repayment 

becamee difficult. These factors pushed Cuba to depend more heavily on the Socialist 

bloc. . 

Finally,, and in connection with the economic and social growth experienced in the 

1970'ss and first half of the eighties, the children of the Revolution (born in 1960s) 

weree inducted into the labour market in the 1980s with high levels of education and 

training.. These young workers held high expectations and looked forward to working 

inn offices, research centres, city hospitals or abroad in the diplomatic corps. Few were 

willin gg to go back to the small towns and the countryside to participate in agricultural 

productionn and manual labour. As a result, there was a fall in the productivity of 
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physicall  labour. This fall rolled on until 1989, when productivity reached only half of 

whatt was planned and expected by national planners. [Dilla, 1993] 

Att the Third PCC Congress in 1986, Fidel Castro addressed the problems of delays in 

Soviett oil deliveries, the lack of hard currency to finance trade with the West and the 

upcomingg effects upon the national economy. Hints of austerity and seeking 

alternativess decorated his speeches. [Perez Lopez, 1991] In addition to recognising the 

pressuress of the global market upon the island, the state leadership pointed to 

domesticc social and economic problems; among them, inefficiency, corruption and the 

strayingg away from revolutionary principles. Public resources and plots of land were 

usedd for domestic demands for goods, otherwise used for government export for the 

accumulationn of hard currency. Managers at factories and other productive plants were 

seenn as a developing parasitical class that should be put to more labour. Farmers, who 

weree then allowed to sell on the legal free market, used their profits on luxury items 

foundd on the black market. Corruption increased and state economic efficiency 

declined.. In Cuba, a managerial class formed and Fidel Castro identified it as the new 

domesticc enemy of the Revolution. 

4.33 The Campaign to Rectify Error s 

Inn 1986, the government launched what came to be known as the Campaign to Rectify 

Errorss and Negative Tendencies. The purpose of which was to correct the injustices 

imposedd by those who sought their own interests instead of the collective's. It was a 

morall  campaign to re-emphasise the ideas and necessary commitments expressed in 

thee words of Che Guevarra and the national hero Jose Marti. This period of reforms 

wass characterised by a sort of dichotomy embedded in moral attitudes about socialism 

andd a hike in market-oriented practices. In the same manner, it highlighted the 

inevitablee contradictions prevalent in a society that tries to accomplish domestic 

egalitarianismm while competing on the world market. While the Campaign centred on 

curtailingg certain market features, it re-emphasised the collective forms of labour 

organisation.. Additionally, this period was marked by some serious cleansing of the 

statee bureaucracy on national and local levels. [EIU No. 4, 1988:9] 
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Cubaa analyst Mesa-Lago concluded that the period of "Rectification" was a reaction 

too the Soviet Union's Perestroika, which will be discussed in the section concerning 

thee impact of the fall of the Soviet Union. [Mesa-Lago, 1992:8] The period of 

Rectificationn was really a political, ideological and moral affirmation of continuing 

thee real socialist project. But this period did not resemble one of transition, change or 

perfectionn in the economic aspect of the socialist project. While the Soviets were 

reformingg their economy to the tune of neo-liberal policies, Cuba re-affirmed its 

commitmentt to revolutionary ideals and one party/state leadership. The rationing 

systemm was re-instituted as a means to meet needs; bonuses were removed from 

individuall  pay and implemented only collectively. During this period, university 

studentss were asked to spend more voluntary time on the sugar and tobacco fields. At 

thee same time, the government pursued more Western economic ventures. Foreign 

investmentt through joint venture arrangements was made in electronics, mechanical 

engineering,, petrochemicals, pharmaceuticals, textiles, and tourism. Sociedades 

Anonimass (S.A.'s), or semi-autonomous state corporations, were created for the 

purposee of facilitating joint ventures. For example, Cubanacan is the best-known S.A., 

whichh specialised in the tourism industry; later on, however, it began to diversify from 

servicess to actual exportable products. During the 1980s, Cubanacan negotiated a US$ 

800 million contract in exporting the Meningitis B Vaccine. [Cuba Business, April 

1990:15/Ecksteinn 1994:70] 

Thee moral antithetical aspect of the Campaign was manifested when government 

officialss encouraged the general population to return to Marxist-Leninist principles 

andd the communist ideals proposed by Che Guevarra. At the same time the 

governmentt sought more ties with the World Market System. Eckstein noted that: 

"Severall  policies associated with the RP (Rectification Process) that were antithetical to socialist moral 
andd principles and the new ruling ideological emphasis reflected state efforts to address the mounting 
hardd currency crisis. For one, the S.A.'s that encouraged the entrepreneurial spirit and foreign 
investmentt were designed to generate hard currency. Second, austerity policies were partly designed to 
increasee the supply of goods available for hard currency export. The government, for example, 
increasedd the amount of textiles earmarked for export while decreasing textile rations, and it slashed 
sugarr and motor vehicle gas allocations to increase the amount of each item available for export. The 
governmentt also raised the electricity tariff to encourage more rational electricity use, so as to free 
petroleumm for sale abroad. Third, tourism was tolerated during "rectification" because it generated hard 
currency".. [Eckstein 1994:73] 
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Towardss 1989, the dichotomy of the Campaign to Rectify Errors and Negative 

Tendenciess was becoming obvious to the public. Certain welfare programs were cut 

backk by the government. Free and subsidised lunches at work were eliminated or 

reducedd and university matriculation in 1989 fell to levels of the early 1980s. [CEE, 

Anuarioo Estadistico, 1989:321] The corruption that was supposed to be eliminated 

neverr was, and the black market flourished throughout the economy. Where prices 

weree mandated to be reduced, store managers kept violating newly imposed price 

regulations.. [EIU, 1989:12] The lines at bakeries and other neighbourhood stock 

storess got longer while scafflers would sell the same products for slightly higher 

pricess to people waiting on the long lines. In the Cubalse, S.A. stores, reserved for 

diplomatss and those allowed to purchase in hard currency (US Dollars), employees 

withh access to the dollars would illegally purchase products not available to the rest of 

thee population. [Interviews, 2000] 

Despitee the contradictions between morality and the pressing need for more market 

strategies,, the Rectification Campaign brought about some economical benefits to the 

Cubann state retail sector. Since many of the private farms in this period fell into the 

handss of state co-operatives, the state was capable of conducting wholesale directly. 

Nevertheless,, while personal expenditure of consumers (goods and services acquired 

directlyy by the people at official stores) increased with 6 percent between 1985 and 

1989,, the recorded social expenditure of the state (in goods and services consumed 

collectivelyy by the people) fell by 5%. [CEE, Anuario Estadistico, 1989:240-241] 

Internationally,, this time was marked by the country's need to adjust to global trends 

inn world prices. Loyalty to the CMEA agreements became a stumbling block to the 

typee of structural adjustments necessary to operate with the global changes. As prices 

inn the West dropped for Cuba's main export products, the island became much more 

dependentt on the Socialist Bloc, especially the CMEA market system and more 

specificallyy the Soviet Union. Under these conditions, Cuba embarked upon the 

stormyy voyage towards the 1990s. 
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4.44 The demise of the CMEA 

Ass briefly stated in Chapter Three, the CMEA was an alternative market system which 

wass thought to be based on fair, basically equal, trading terms among so-called 

Socialistt economies. The terms were concretely made through five-year plans and 

guaranteedd the sale and purchase of Cuban products at pre-arranged prices. Between 

19722 and 1991, Cuba had based more than half of its international trade on this 

alternativee market system. During this period, Cuba linked its economy to the five-

yearr plans implemented by the member states and became progressively more 

dependentt on the Socialist bloc especially after a global fall of prices on Cuba's main 

hardd currency-earning exports products. In this relationship, Cuba's income was 

dependentt on the commercialisation of its sugar, tobacco and nickel. From Eastern 

Europee (including the USSR), Cuba imported 40% of the medicine consumed on the 

island,, 16% of agricultural fertilisers and 90% of its public buses. [BIC, 1997:21] In 

termss of marketable import products, the CMEA provided 63% of Cuba's imported 

food,, 86% of imported primary goods and 75% of manufactured goods. In turn, 63% 

off  Cuba's sugar exports, 72% of its nickel exports, 95% of its citrus and tropical fruit 

exportss and 100% of its small industrial/machinery parts and other manufactured 

goodss exports were geared towards the countries of the CMEA. These figures 

representt the fixed trade between 1985 and 1989. [Rodriguez Beruff, 1995:6] The 

bulkk of this trade was conducted with the Soviet Union. But Garcia and Lopez 

concludedd or estimated that excluding the Soviet Union, only 15% of Cuba's 

commerciall  exchange was conducted with the remaining member states of the CMEA 

system.. [Garcia, 1995:201]. Trade with the USSR together with the CMEA meant 

85%% of Cuba's imports. Here we can see that Cuba, though benefiting more from 

CMEAA trade than from trade with the West, was primarily dependent on no other 

countryy than the USSR. Jeffries [1993:190] estimated that by the end of the 1980s, the 

USSRR provided up to 70% of Cuba's imports. More recent estimates figure around 

80%% by 1989. [Perez Lopez, 1995: 2]. 

Inn the move towards integration into the world capitalist market, the relationships 

amongg the now ex-Socialist countries began to corrode. The countries of Eastern 

Europee began to demand the repayment of debts Cuba had accumulated during the 

periodd of its participation in the CMEA. Additionally, the Eastern European countries 
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startedd to raise their prices for mechanical and industrial goods. In 1988, 

Czechoslovakiaa and Bulgaria decided against renewing their preferential agreements 

withh Cuba. Prices for products and manufactured goods coming from these countries 

weree raised by approximately 20%. Already in 1989, the official communist daily 

newspaperr Granma started publishing the hiked prices for goods like buses for public 

transportt from Hungary [Granma: 1 October 1989:6] Due to the raise in prices, 

Cuba'ss trade deficit was increased by 41% in one year. [Dominguez Reyes, 1991:21-

30]]  The pattern ensued quickly during the following years. 

Inn January of 1990, the heads of the member states of the CMEA met in Sophia, 

Bulgariaa to decide the fate of the organisation. How would this parallel market of 

socialistt economies -some of which were then in transition to neo-liberal models-

continuee to exist? Would it be restructured or completely dissolved? This meeting was 

off  utmost importance to the relationship between developing countries of the Socialist 

blocc and the most industrialised countries like East Germany and Czechoslovakia. 

Sincee the chances seemed quite bleak for the continuing existence of the CMEA, 

Cubaa had to rescue all the possible bi- and multilateral trade agreements made 

betweenn the island and the industrialised part of the Socialist bloc. At the same time, 

thesee same countries with the exception of Cuba were experiencing a social, economic 

aa political transition to neo-liberal models. Garcia and Lopez found that Ernesto 

Meléndez,, president of the CECE (State Committee of Economic Collaboration) 

advocatedd a restructuring of the organisation. Because of the debilitating effects of the 

reformss in Eastern Europe on socialist states, the creation of a new multilateral post-

CMEAA trade organisation was deemed necessary by the Cuban leadership. At this 

samee meeting, at which the Vice President of the Council of Ministers -Carlos Rafael 

Rodriguez-- participated, Cuba led in the movement to maintain preferential trade 

agreementss between the most industrialised socialist countries and those less 

developedd countries like Mongolia, Vietnam and Cuba. [Garcia and Lopez, 1997:202] 

Thee end result was that, due to Eastern Europe's political crisis in 1990, there was no 

five-yearfive-year plan made for 1990-1995. After Russia, one of Cuba's biggest trade partners 

wass the Democratic Republic of Germany. This entity ceased to exist when East and 

Westt were unified on 1 July 1990. From this point on, the new Germany suspended all 
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sugarr trade deals with Cuba. It is also worth noting here that prior to the unification 

processs between West and East Germany, Cuba had approximately 10.000 workers in 

thee Democratic Republic, which produced for the island an extra income of US $3 

millionn per annum. This additional income came to an end. [Garcia and Lopez, 

1997:25] ] 

Withh the disintegration of the Soviet Union in 1991, the CMEA was dissolved on 28 

Junee of that same year. Yeltsin's ascension to power in Russia resulted in economic 

changess regarding former CMEA relationships including Cuba. Yeltsin made sure to 

invalidatee all contracts signed between Russia and Cuba, certainly under pressure 

fromm the US. [Garcia and Lopez, 1995:198] In the end, Cuba lost approximately 50% 

off  its purchasing power. China had become Cuba's only powerful friend. Still all 

tradingg had to be made in hard currency, nothing of which resembles the preferential 

agreementss made under the relationship with Eastern Europe. The demise of the 

CMEAA together with the fall of the entire Soviet Union forced Cuba to look for 

alternativess and indeed to restructure its economy. The CMEA was a cushion between 

thee socialist intentions of the Cuban leadership and the US dominated world market. 

Thiss cushion disintegrated and Cuba was left naked, the existing internal economic 

orderr apparently defenceless. 

4.55 Fall of the Soviet Union 

"La"La desaparición de la Union Soviética y el derrtimbe del campo socialista europeo no nos tomó 

totalmentetotalmente de sorpresa. Irtcluso advertimos mucho antes a nuestro pueblo de esa posibilidad. Con los 

erroreserrores esttipidos que estaban cometiendo y las concesiones vergonzosas que continuamente hacian al 

adversariaadversaria histórico, veiamos venir los acontecimientos" [Fidel Castro in Federico Mayor, Cuba no 

negocianegocia ni vende su Revolution que ha costado la sangrey sacrificio de muchos de sus hijos. Interview 

withh Fidel Castro, in Granma Intemacional, 22 June 2000] 

Withoutt doubt, the most important factor contributing to Cuba's crisis during the 

1990ss and the evolutionary process of change was the disintegration of the Soviet 

Unionn and the severance of political, economic and military ties. The USSR was 

Cuba'ss principal ally in the international sphere in addition to being its main 
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economicc patron or trading partner. On various occasions, Fidel Castro alluded to the 

futuree possibility of a Cuba without an ideological and economic superpower ally to 

backk it up. The fact that the country was preparing for a radical break-up in the 

internationall  system, testifies to the alertness and consciousness of the Cuban 

leadership.. However, no preparation in any amount of time could have sufficed in 

preventingg the economic catastrophe that occurred during the first half of the 1990s. 

Thee deterioration of economic and political ties between the Soviet Union and Cuba 

mustt be looked at critically. Here I will demonstrate that the problems did not occur 

simultaneouslyy with the fall of the Soviet Union, rather, that Cuba's crisis in the 

1990ss was due in part to a gradual rise of contradictions between state tendencies 

basedd on ideological and, more importantly, Soviet economic interests. This short but 

criticall  review is essential in that it helps answer some questions to be dealt with 

throughoutt the remainder of this dissertation; namely, why does Socialist Cuba 

continuee to exist? 

4.5.11 A gradual break in relations 

Soviet-Cubann relations between 1985 and 1991 were characterised by the gradual 

declinee of solidarity and the culmination of contradictions of interests between the two 

states.. The contradictions were essentially based upon the ideological tendencies and 

economicc practices induced by Gorbechov's reform movement, Perestroika and 

Glasnost.. As has been documented on a number of occasions, Gorbechov's idea was 

neverr to dissolve the Soviet Union or the Communist Party. [Borge, 1992:10] The 

principlee ideas of Perestroika were to allow for more individual freedoms and open 

thee economy to allow for market practices, which were at the time deemed necessary 

forr efficiency and growth. Internationally, Glasnost became known as the reform in 

foreignn policy; whereas, the Soviet Union would reduce the political and military 

influencee it imposed upon its neighbouring countries in addition to recognising the 

needd to withdraw from its participation in guerrilla warfare among the countries of the 

South.. Additionally, the reforms allowed for the formation of other political parties to 

operatee in Soviet society. The politics of Glasnost and Perestroika, which were 

welcomedd by a new generation of Communists in the USSR, was perceived 
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differentlyy in Cuba. As early as 1986, Fidel Castro predicted that the continuance of 

economicc liberalisation and Perestroika policies would inevitably lead to the eventual 

demisee and dissolution of the USSR. [Castro, 1986a] The idea of Glasnost was seen 

ass a retreat from material solidarity with the developing countries of the South in 

orderr to make geo-political compromises with the United States. Since Cuba was a 

smalll  enclave of the international anti-imperialist movement only 90 miles away from 

thee shores of the principal enemy, the Cuban leadership thought it necessary to 

continuee a hard line of socialist foreign policy and internal national unity. 

Additionally,, its role in the Third World movement for social development could not 

bee sacrificed, as international solidarity was considered to be an important 

characteristicc of the Revolution. Accordingly, the PCC chose not to imitate the reform 

modell  and instead implemented a period of "Rectification of Negative Tendencies and 

Errors""  as discussed in the section preceding these paragraphs. These ideological 

differencess caused a diffusion of interests between the two states. In Cuba, it was a 

matterr of maintaining Socialist values and international solidarity. For the USSR, the 

prevailingg interests were the rush to making the best out of a neo-liberal world order 

andd making peace with the United States in order to lower the costs of defence. As 

Dominguezz put it: 

"Whilee in December of 1987, when the Reagan family and the Gorbechev's were dancing in the White 
Housee to celebrate the end of the Cold War in Europe, at that very same moment, thousands of Cuban 
troopss crossed the Atlantic Ocean to combat South African forces in the Angolan city of Cuito 
Cuanavale""  [Dominguez, 1995:23] 

Whilee the contradictions of state interests seem fairly clear during this period, the 

causess of the gradual thinning of relations between the USSR and Cuba have yet to be 

outlined.. Though there is very littl e room in this dissertation to delineate the internal 

dynamicss of Soviet reform (Perestroika and Glasnost), the internal developments in 

thee Soviet Union that had impact upon its relations with Cuba need to be stated. 

4.5.22 1981-1985 

Cuban-Soviett relations started to show signs of deterioration in 1981 when Brezhnev, 

thenn Secretary General of the CPSU, announced during the 26th Congress that the 
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USSRR was interested in lowering the level of tension between their country and the 

West,, but without lowering their commitment to the developing countries of the 

South.. This new attitude was announced around the same time that Ronald Reagan 

tookk the presidency of the United States on the foreign policy platform of burying the 

Sovietss economically and militarily, and making the Americas safe for "democracy". 

Thoughh Brezhnev seemed clear in explaining Soviet intentions on maintaining the 

superpower'ss commitment to allies in developing countries, no statement made clear 

whatt kind of support would be given to revolutionary establishments like the PCC in 

Cubaa and the Sandinistas in Nicaragua. Evidently, ideological commitment took a 

subordinatee position in the attempt to not disturb the United States' geo-political 

interests. . 

Garciaa and Lopez [1997:135-139] have provided some interesting accounts on the 

developmentss of changing attitudes within the CPSU at the start of the 1980s. They 

notee that certain individuals within the Soviet Central Committee, like Karen Brutents 

off  the Central Committee's International Department and Brezhnev's eventual 

successorr as head of the Party, Yuri Andropov, were given the freedom within 

academicc papers and political statements to criticise Soviet expenditure on the 

internationall  communist movement. It was especially Andropov's position after 

Brezhnev'ss death that started the ball rolling in defining the Soviet Union's new list of 

economicc interests. This individual drew the Soviet Union's attention to the need of 

modernisingg the Soviet economy and industrial sectors. In order to do this, Andropov 

deemedd it necessary to reduce the country's costs in helping allies in the South; this 

wouldd include reducing certain subsidies and preferential prices in trade between 

Cubaa and the Soviet Union. [Dominguez, 1989:103-107]. The causes here are 

essentiallyy economic. But this economic move became more of a political problem as 

Coldd War conflicts in Central America (Nicaragua and El Salvador) started involving 

increasedd Cuban intervention and solidarity aid. In 1982 Andropov and the CPSU 

madee it clear to the United Stated that the USSR would be interested in setting up 

talkss for peace in Central America rather than continuing the bloody battles from 

whichh the Soviet Union never benefited. On more than one occasion, the Soviet Union 

denouncedd Cuba's military support for the Sandinistas in Nicaragua and the FMLN in 

Ell  Salvador. [Ratliff, 1990:80] Castro and the Cuban leadership, on the contrary, 
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continuedd to request more military aid from the USSR in the light of US aggression 

throughoutt the region. Cuba stood firm in its commitment to the anti-imperialist 

movementt in Latin America, while the Soviets sought out more ways of appeasing the 

interestss of improving relations with the United States. The commitment that Cuba 

displayed,, in my view, was an affirmation of political independence and a discerning 

measuree of PCC coherency in its foreign policy. 

Priorr to this, the USSR started to reduce its contribution to the Cuban military 

apparatus.. During the mid-1980s the Cuban government, nevertheless, doubled its 

militaryy support and humanitarian aid in Nicaragua. [Dominguez, 1995:24-27] 

Additionallyy Castro called back his troops from Ethiopia, which were at the time 

supportingg Soviet interests in combating Eritrean rebels. [Dominguez, 1995:28] The 

conflictss of external state interests began here, representing also ideological 

differencess between the USSR and steadfast Cuba. 

4.5.33 The end of the Cold War 

Thee situation only got worse when Gorbachev came to power in 1985. By this time, 

thee ideas of reforming the Soviet political economy, whereby the government would 

implementt outright market policies and privatisation programs, had become 

consolidatedd as were the leadership's intentions on lowering tensions between the two 

superpowerss and bringing an end to the Cold War. The "new way of thinking" and 

"reconciliationn foreign policy" were the en vogue formulas that determined not only 

thee fate of the Soviet Union, but also the relationship between the Soviet Union and 

Cuba.. Somehow, the diplomatic relations between the two countries did improve with 

Gorbachev,, who sent a friendship delegation in early 1986 in preparation for the II I 

PCCC Congress. This Congress, which was supposed to convene in February, was 

delayedd until later that year. The reason for this delay, as was announced in public by 

thee Cuban government, was to take time to study the possibilities of reforms necessary 

too perfect the socialist project in Cuba. [GWR, 15 June 1986:1] As mentioned earlier 

inn the section concerning the Campaign to Rectify Errors and Negative Tendencies, 

Fidell  Castro was occupied with making speeches attacking the inefficient practices in 
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Cuba'ss domestic political economy. In response, the Soviets paid close attention to the 

economicc developments in hopes of the island joining the superpower's move towards 

aa transition economy. 

Nevertheless,, and to the dismay of the Soviet leadership, the II I  PCC Congress, which 

finallyy took place in November 1986, produced documents and created a policy 

determiningg the Cuban government's intentions of reaffirming its commitment to 

politicall  independence and socialist values. In his speech to the Party Congress, Fidel 

Castroo stated that, in his opinion, the liberalisation of Cuba's economy would 

eventuallyy lead to political instability and hence the death of the socialist project; he 

concludedd that the Soviet Union would eventually fall apart. [Castro, 1986a] Needless 

too say, Castro was correct. 

4.5.44 The end of Soviet solidarity 

Meanwhile,, the reform movement in the USSR, which included the proposals of those 

economists,, which favoured reducing economic ties with Cuba, took advantage of this 

differentiatingg moment. Between 1987 and 1989 the Soviet press (Pravda) started 

publishingg reports on the "misuse" of Soviet aid to Cuba and emphasising the need for 

Cubaa to change its economy in order to pay its external debt to the more developed 

memberr states of the CMEA. In 1989, economist Nikolai Shmeliov pointed out that 

thee USSR spent between US$ 6 and 8 billion dollars annually on aid to Cuba and that 

thee PCC did not use the economic aid efficiently; additionally, that two Soviet 

republicss like Tadjikistan and Kirguiza received together three times less economic 

aidd and resources than Cuba. [Bordreaux, 1993] The revelations of these facts caused 

somee resentment and pushed the Soviet reform movement further away from 

solidarityy with Cuba. Politically, this war of words was accompanied by an anti-Castro 

campaignn in Poland, Hungary and Czechoslovakia. The press in these countries went 

onn further to question Castro's real reason for approving the application of the death 

penaltyy to General Arnaldo Ochoa and other military heroes of the war in Angola in 

1988.. [Garcia and Lopez, 1997] In Cuba, the cleansing of the military was seen as 

necessaryy due to corruption and the trafficking in narcotic drugs, which embarrassed 
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governmentt leadership and the Communist Party's reputation. The now ex-socialist 

countriess of Eastern Europe, contrarily, seemed to have insinuated that the executions 

weree more political as Ochoa and company posed a threat to Fidel and Raul Castro's 

popularity.. The propaganda offered by the triumphant neo-liberalists in Eastern 

Europe,, influenced Soviet leadership in their attitude towards Cuba. 

Economically,, the Soviets were already failing in their crude oil deliveries to other 

Socialistt countries including Cuba. By 1987, the Soviet deficit on oil deliveries to 

Cubaa was approximately 1.5 million tons, when comparing the trade accords to actual 

deliveries.. Mesa-Lago pointed out that, as a result of the same, austerity measures on 

combustibless in Cuba started to take place already by 1988. [Mesa-Lago, 1992:26] 

Whetherr or not this reduction in oil deliveries could be directly linked to the disputes 

inn state interests, what does remain clear is the gradual change in Soviet attitude 

regardingg the significance of keeping up good trade relations based on ideological 

preferences. . 

4.5.55 Post-Cold War diplomacy between Cuba and the USSR 

Inn the diplomatic sphere, however, Gorbachev attempted to maintain respectful ties 

withh Cuba; this was true at least in words. Gorbachev would have loved to see Cuba 

joinn in on the freedom bandwagon, but assured the world that the USSR would always 

respectt the inalienable right of self-determination in all socialist countries. [Excelsior, 

88 June 1991:5] In 1989, Gorbachev visited the island for reasons which are -still, to 

thiss day- not very clear. Gorbachev spent most of the time talking with Fidel Castro 

behindd closed doors, but some dialogue was kept open with sectors of society outside 

thee PCC, especially the military. Additionally, during this time, thousands of Soviet 

citizenss were residing on the island. The speeches that Gorbachev made in their 

presencee and in the presence of the rest of the island's population never specified a 

disappointmentt in Cuba's negation of Perestroika. Garcia and Lopez [1995:211] 

alludee to the notion that this was possible because the majority of Soviet citizens on 

thee island represented the most conservative or orthodox brand of communists who 

weree interested in maintaining co-operation between the countries. 
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Towardss the end of his visit, Gorbachev did sign a Friendship Treaty of Co-operation, 

whichh was to be implemented for 25 years. [GWR, 15 June 1986.] The purpose of this 

treatyy was to recognise the need to mobilise funds, which were freed through Soviet 

disarmament,, towards the furthering of social and economic development of both 

nations.. Unfortunately for Cuba, the Soviet Union did not last 25 years in order to 

keepp up its commitment. 

Despitee the somewhat friendlier diplomatic ties between the two countries, none of 

thee commitments in words were reflected in real economic terms. Possibly to the 

disappointmentt of Gorbachev and others who stated their interests in maintaining 

closee relations with Cuba, the economic leaders in the Soviet Union continued their 

policiess of reducing non-profitable trade with their Caribbean comrades. Already by 

Octoberr of 1990, Soviet oil deliveries were reduced by nearly 10%. [Garcia and Lopez 

1997:: 211] This naturally affected Cuba's small industrial production and some of the 

population'ss consumption habits. Austerity measures in all sectors were put in place 

byy the government; hence began the initial stages of the Special Period. 

4.5.66 Cuba and the end of the Soviet Bloc 

Ass the supposed Cold War of contradicting ideologies, military confrontation and 

economicc models came to an end, so did the alliance between the Soviet Union and 

erstwhilee comrade countries of the South. This was all due to the level of priority 

Gorbachevv placed on building new relations between the USSR and the United States. 

Inn this process, it became evident that reconciliation between the two great powers -

oncee arch enemies- was contingent upon the severance of relations between Russia 

andd its allies in the South. No longer was the Soviet Union to sponsor political and 

militaryy activities among the revolutionary and progressive, anti-imperialist 

movementss in the regions of Asia, Africa and Latin America. This aloof attitude 

demonstratedd towards Soviet allies in the developing countries of the South sealed the 

declinee of the USSR as a superpower and permitted the United States to take on a 

hegemonicc role in the new world order. In this sense, Cuba lost its practical and 
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strategicc relevance to the Soviets. Simultaneously, the ideological and economic 

debatess in the Soviet parliament and within the CPSU, between conservatives and 

reformers,, or hard-line Communists versus neo-liberal pro-capitalists, were mirrored 

inn debates on an international trade between those wanting to maintain close relations 

withh Cuba (the Cuban lobby in Moscow) and those who opted to reduce the links 

betweenn the two entities. Needless to say, the later group on both levels won their 

case. . 

Inn contrast to other Soviet-Third World experiences, which came to a halt almost 

withoutt second thought on behalf of the CPSU leaders, Soviet-Cuban relations 

experiencedd a slow and painful death. This was due to the will and common interests 

off  those leaders who wanted to maintain friendly relations between the entities up 

untill  the December of 1991, when the USSR was finally dissolved. For the Soviet 

Union,, the Cuban case was significantly different from all other countries of the 

South.. Cuba's political apparatus and policy decision-making sources were never 

dependentt nor centrally managed by Moscow. Cuba was more of an economic 

dependantt ally than a political subordinate, as could have possibly been the nations of 

Easternn Europe, especially the Democratic Republic of Germany, Hungary, Rumania, 

Bulgaria,, and Czechoslovakia. The Soviet armed forces did not arrive upon the island 

byy force and confrontation. Rather, they were invited to stay, as the Cuban leadership 

neverr had any intentions of surrendering the close ties, especially considering the 

island'ss close proximity to the United States. In this sense, it was more difficult for 

thee Soviet Union to leave a country, which had invited its armed forces and technical 

help,, rather than to be expulsed by the governments and peoples of states who rejected 

theirr presence, as was the case in Eastern Europe. 

4.5.77 Soviet collapse 

Withh very little resistance, the Soviet Union collapsed in 1991 as did the Communist 

Partyy that ruled it. Only on one occasion did the military, which was comprised of 

manyy loyalists to the CPSU, and the top ministers of the Soviet Council of State, 

attemptt a coup for the purpose of maintaining Soviet political structures and reversing 
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somee Perestroika policies. With a quick call to post-Soviet solidarity and in the name 

off  democracy, the military bowed to the will of the disillusioned masses. Soviet 

Communismm came to an end when the failed coup resulted in the new state's 

renunciationn of communist ideology. On the following 12 September, US Secretary of 

Statee James Baker arrived to Moscow to discuss security measures in the post-Soviet 

era.. One of the most impressive moments of the meeting was when Gorbachev 

announcedd that 12.000 Soviet soldiers would retreat from Cuban territory. [Garcia and 

Lopezz 1997:130] The Cuban leadership protested, as this decision was made 

unilaterallyy without taking Cuba's security into consideration. The most pressing issue 

forr Cuba's state security interests was the fact that the United States had no intentions 

off  retreating from Guantanamo Bay. 

Thee dismantling of the Soviet Union did not mean a break of relations between Cuba 

andd Russia only. Rather, it meant that Cuba had to deal with the new political set up 

whichh would put a frame to the possible future economic relations with Eurasia. The 

fifteenn republics comprising the former USSR were set free to create their new 

alliances.. Not much had changed. Most of the new state leaders in those countries 

weree members of the former CPSU or held high bureaucratic positions. Nevertheless, 

decentralisationn did take place and, at least in written law, they were granted 

sovereignty. . 

Duee to the process of political decentralisation, which culminated during the 

structuringg of the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS), the ex-Soviet 

Republicss had achieved a certain political autonomy in relation to Moscow. Because 

off  the long history of unified development under Russia during the Soviet period, this 

neww autonomy experienced among the 15 members of the CIS was not reflected 

economicallyy in relation to one another. However, in relation to countries outside of 

thee CIS, the member states began to create separate accords on commerce convenient 

too their own economic interests. By early 1992, Cuba was obliged to sign accords with 

eachh CIS country, individually. [GI, 10 January 1992: 3] No longer did Moscow-

centredd political ideology direct economic solidarity between Eurasia and Cuba. 

Instead,, the ex-Soviet Republics became concerned with their own integration into the 

globall  market. The Russian Federation and the other former Soviet Republics 
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followedd quickly with neo-liberal reforms. This shock therapy to the economy 

exposedd almost all sectors of the Russian economy with the exceptions of education, 

transportationn and some parts of the medical system, to the free market and 

privatisation.. The triumphant neo-liberal project in Russia meant a policy of reduced 

governmentt spending; this went for internal domestic spending and most importantly 

forr Cuba, internationally. As far as the Russian Federation was concerned, no more 

preferentiall  subsidies were to be offered to Cuba or any other developing or (ex-) 

socialistt country. [Excelsior, 28 January 1992] 

Russia'ss new deal with Cuba was based strictly on world market prices. In June of 

1992,, the Russian Federation signed a trade accord with Cuba, whereby Russia would 

givee 1.8 million tons of crude oil for every 1 million tons of sugar. (This was based on 

thee then current prices of US $220 for a ton of sugar to $120 for a ton of oil). This 

differss greatly from the trade accords between the two countries set up for 1989. 

Additionally,, a sort of propaganda machine against Communist Cuba was created. 

Thiss was possible with the help of a number of Cuban dissidents residing in Russia 

duringg the time of the Soviet demise. Newspapers, journal reports and television 

programs,, which monitored and somewhat encouraged the transition to neo-liberal 

democracyy in Russia, portrayed Cuba as a country of people suffering the tyranny of 

thee ancien regime. [Garcia and Lopez, 1997:172-173] 

4.5.88 Option zero 

Upp till now in this section, I have explained the gradual decline of Soviet-Cuban 

relationss throughout the 1980s leading up until the demise of the Soviet Union. By 

describingg it as a slow and painful death, as opposed to a sudden break, I was able to 

depictt essential interstate and intrastate conflicts between those committed to the so-

calledd Socialist project in Eastern Europe and those who pushed for reforms and 

breakingg the link with Russia's ally in the Caribbean. En fin, the story is about a 

politicall  crisis and a push for neo-liberal reforms in one superpower, which affected 

itss economic dependant. But what needs to be pointed out is that, though the demise 

off  Soviet-Cuban relations was gradual, the disregard for legally binding contracts and 
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termss of trade were not. Due to the political crisis that the USSR endured during 1991, 

Cubaa received less then fifty  percent of the products it was promised (except for 

petroleum)) according to bilateral trade agreements. As for petroleum, Cuba received 

onlyy 71% of the 10 Millio n tons of oil it was promised for the exchange of its sugar. 

Whilee Cuba succeeded in complying with the original trade agreements, the Soviet 

Unionn did not because that entity ceased to exist. In his article in the London Financial 

Times,, Stephen Fidler pointed out how in 1991 the USSR delivered: 

 only 45% of the 1.5 million tons of grain that were promised to Cuba; 

 only 16% of the 1.1 million tons of fertilisers; 

 absolutely none of the 200.000 tons of sulphur; 

 only 38% of the 100.000 tons of ammonia; 

 none of the 90.000 tons of rice 

 none of the 10.000 tons of wood; 

 only 5% of the 5.000 tons of soap; 

 only 26% of the promised 30.000 tons of copper and aluminium [Fidler, 1991:3] 

Thee purpose of pointing out these facts is not to blame Cuba's crisis during the 1990s 

onn the irresponsibility of Soviet or post-Soviet leadership. Rather, my interest in citing 

thee empirical evidence is to demonstrate how dramatically the chaotic fall of the 

USSRR affected Cuba's production and service processes. Under normal 

circumstances,, Cuba's economic crisis should have begun during the early eighties 

whenn the world market prices for sugar and nickel fell dramatically. The country's 

productivee capacity was belittled by internal social contradictions and efficiency 

becamee the theme that had no end in Fidel Castro's speeches. But due to the strong 

tiess between Cuba and the Soviet Union, together with the price arrangements with 

thee CMEA, Cuba was barely hurt by the global scenario. It is with this knowledge that 

II  assert that the economic crisis which caused state cut backs, the harsh rationing of 

resources,, the minimisation of production and most importantly the restructuring of its 

politicall  economy began in 1990, when the Cuban leadership came to realise that 

Soviett oil deliveries were to be paid in hard convertible currency based on world 

markett prices starting the following year. This realisation was evident in the 
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documentss that were produced and published by the Fourth PCC Congress. The 

Congress,, which will be discussed in detail later on, publicly documented the severity 

off  the hard times to come. The factors that caused the crisis were presented as the 

following:: unequal trade between Cuba and the West, which tended to reduce the 

country'ss income; the need to trade totally in US dollars; new high interest rates on 

Cuba'ss foreign debt; a fall in the world market price for sugar; the fall of traditional 

tradingg partners for exports; the US economic and trade embargo; finally, the lack of 

accesss to receiving financial and trade credits from institutions like the World Bank 

andd the International Monetary Fund. [Granma, 17 October 1991: 2] 

Butt this was only the beginning of the "Special Period During the Time of Peace". 

Duringg the start of the crisis, the Cuban government continued to emphasise the need 

forr efficiency in production. Additionally, new sectors were to be prioritised in the 

nationall  economy; namely, biotechnology, tourism and scientific research. As far as 

thee population was concerned, the government prepared the masses and indicated on 

numerouss occasions that the country was to enter a wartime-like economy. This is 

whatt government chancellor Roberto Robaina called "opción cero" (option zero); that 

is:: zero energy, zero electricity, and zero transportation. [Excelsior, 2 January 1992] 

Fromm this point on, the government developed state-of-emergency plans to save 

energy.. Among these schemes were the planned blackouts of electricity use all over 

thee country and especially in the nation's capital. Because community information and 

newspaperss in Cuba are efficient in spreading the word, the blackouts took no one by 

surprisee and were always conducted in an orderly fashion. Everyone knew that 

throughoutt most of the day time and for approximately three to four hours per night, 

theree was to be no electricity for lighting, much less for housing and building 

appliances.. [GI, 19 February 1992; Interviews, 1999] Nickel mining and processing 

industriess had to be shut down, due to the lack of energy resources. This, in turn, 

becamee a serious problem for two reasons. First, nickel was considered to be one of 

thee most important exports in hard currency. Second, since the regime is dedicated to 

avoidingg unemployment, the workers at the mines and factories were sent to the 

countryside.. No one was brought to the countryside to cultivate and reap agricultural 

productionn by gunpoint, but there were absolutely no options. Hundreds of thousands 
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off  factory and office workers were sent to the barracks of food farms in order to 

replacee the machines that were lacking fuel. [Alonso, 1992:40] This immediate 

remedyy to save the country's agricultural production for domestic consumption did 

savee many workers from being on the streets, but it certainly was not enough for the 

governmentt to conceal one of the PCC's best kept secrets; that is, unemployment. 

Forr the first time in post-Revolutionary history, the Cuban government announced 

publiclyy in May of 1992 that unemployment in Cuba actually existed. [Hockstader, 

1992]]  This is understandable in a regime where one of the most basic human rights 

articulatedd in the Constitution was that of every citizen to contribute to society by 

workingg where he or she is capable and willing. Full employment was the motto of the 

PCCC between the 1960s and 80s. Official figures estimated that the island's 

unemployedd represented only 6% of the work force. [Romero and Gonzalez, 1998:76] 

Inn terms of sugar production, Cuba never had a worse time. Because of the lack of fuel 

too motor big scale production, the country did not even produce 6 million tons of 

sugarr in 1992. This is a considerable drop in comparison to the 8 million tons 

producedd in 1990. [Journal of Commerce, 16 April 1992] The lack of fuel pushed 

sugarr production back nearly forty years, as horses, cows and humans replaced 

tractorss and ground turners This situationn escalated to the point where by 1992, 10.000 

tractorss stood still due to the lack of gas and oil; these tractors, which were a third of 

thee nation's total were replaced by undernourished oxen. [Garcia, 1995:121] Petrol for 

privatee cars, which was already rationed by 50% percent in 1991 were taken off both 

thee official and black markets. [Analco, 1992:28] The city avenues and the Central 

Highwayy were silent. Over a hundred bus routes were discontinued and 700 taxis in 

Havanaa were to be without fuel. At this point Fidel Castro ordered 700.000 bicycles 

fromm China [GWR, 2 January 1992:2]; this was to be the new and dominant mode of 

transportationn for the citizens of this economy, which was similar to that of wartime. 

Foodd consumption fell harshly as well. Due to the lack of fuel for transportation, and 

thee materials to reap agriculture and handle livestock, the Cuban government's ability 

too deliver the guaranteed food rationing for each Cuban citizen began to crumble. In 

19911 and 1992, the government guaranteed each citizen the right to a monthly ration 
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off  only 2.3 kilograms of rice, 0.23 kg of cooking oil, 1.84 kg of sugar, 0.46 kg offish, 

andd only 0.46 kg of meat, chicken or some Soya substitute per month. Milk rations 

weree restricted to children under the age of seven. [Interviews, 1999] The rest of the 

population'ss food consumption depended on the black market or later on what was 

availablee for those possessing US dollars. By 1993, construction dropped to less than 

20%% of what it had been in 1989, the bulk of which was in public housing. [CEE, 

1994:5] ] 

Accordingg to the Cuban government, the difference between official state expenditure 

andd inflows produced a budget deficit in 1992 of over five billion Pesos. These 

numberss alone are alarming in comparison to the state budget deficit in 1989, which 

wass less than 2 billion Pesos. [IF, 1993: 4] Additionally, this crisis involved serious 

inflationaryy problems, which are often measured by monetary liquidity. By 1994, 

liquidityy among the general population reached 11.9 billion Pesos, most of which 

weree in savings accounts. Although real salaries decreased by 5% between 1989 and 

1993,, the purchase of goods and services fell by 40%. [CEE, 1994] 

4.5.99 Who is to blame? 

Thee analysis of the severance of Soviet-Cuban economic ties confirms the theory that 

thee so-called socialist economies are not and were never unlinked from the global 

market.. This study has shown that Cuba's economic crisis during the 1990s was in 

partt due to a certain dependency on the state-led economies of Eastern Europe and in 

particularr Russia and the USSR. As the countries of the Eastern Europe gradually 

exposedd their national products to the rise and fall of world prices, and neo-liberal 

tendenciess started creeping into the party/state apparatus of the Soviet Union, Cuba 

startedd to become more isolated in the global political economy. In hindsight, 

dependencyy on the only state-led alternative to development in the global market, the 

CMEA,, can be thought of as a big mistake. Of course, the PCC is the first to admit 

thatt "we", the people, made errors in building "our" country, that all is a dialectical 

processs and that "we" can learn from our mistakes, and that "we" can overcome our 

problemss and continue to (re-) build Socialism. But the problems that cause crises, the 

inherentt contradictions of the political economy, are yet to be unmasked by the 
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revolutionaryy leadership. The PCC has yet to admit that as long as the Cuban 

party/statee apparatus continues to operate in a capitalist world system, the country will 

alwayss be exposed to the causes of economic crisis inherent in capitalist production. 

Instead,, the PCC continues to blame the problems of dependency on the will of 

"traitors""  to the so-called Socialist project. 

Inn the following seven sections of this chapter, this study will take a look at the 

biggestt external problem that the PCC put forth in the analysis of Cuba's economic 

crisiss during the 1990s. It is the single most mentioned cause of many problems in 

Cuba,, the one problem which captures the media in the United States today and the 

problemm that unites all progressive, left wing movements in solidarity with the people 

off  Cuba. That is, the one problem that is usually labelled an external factor, a problem 

createdd from the outside - the US economic embargo. Later on, after reviewing this 

finall  factor of Cuba's economic crisis, I will delve into explaining how this crisis 

resultedd in the restructuring of the country's political economy and just as importantly, 

whatt effects the reforms had on the general population. All together, this will answer 

thee question as to why and how the Communist party/state apparatus continues to 

existt in a neo-liberal world. 

4.66 The US economic embargo 

Thee US economic embargo, which has existed since 1962, has had a tremendous 

effectt upon the island's revolutionary development. The embargo, which eliminated 

Cuba'ss sugar trade with the United States, can be seen as a reaction to the 

nationalisationn of US companies that took place almost immediately. Moreover, it was 

aa direct reaction to Fidel Castro's announcement that he was a Marxist-Leninist and 

thatt Cuba would align itself with the Socialist Bloc. [Thomas, 1974:201] Under the 

embargo,, US companies were banned from exporting to Cuba directly. Additionally, 

thee influence that the US had over the whole of Latin America politically was so 

immensee that the entire continent, except for Mexico and Canada (and for a short 

periodd Jamaica and Grenada), joined in on severing economic and diplomatic ties with 

Havana.. Andres Escobar estimates that during the first 26 years (that is, between 1962 

andd 1988), the economic embargo cost the Cuban economy US $450 million annually. 
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Thatt would be approximately a total of 15 billion dollars for the time period. 

[Escobar,, La Jornada, 7 July 1991, CEE, 1991:27] Vice-President of the Council of 

Statee Carlos Lage estimates that from 1962 until 1996, the embargo cost Cuba more 

thann US $41 billion. He stated that without the embargo, with the same level of 

productionn and prices, the country would have averaged 40% more in hard currency 

earnings.. [Granma, 12 November 1996] Though these estimates are always 

questionable,, the numbers seem quite reasonable when taking into consideration US 

tradee capacity. 

Fortunatelyy for Cuba, aid coming from the USSR and favourable trade agreements 

duringg the existence of the CMEA compensated for the lack of trading with the 

geographicallyy natural and historical trading partner, the United States. Thus, 

throughoutt 28 years, Cuba was able to survive the trade embargo and actually grow 

economicallyy and socially. However, when the towers of communism in Eastern 

Europee came tumbling down, Cuba became exposed to the fierce intentions of anti-

Castroo forces residing in the United States. 

4.6.11 The reinforced embargo 

Bothh wealthy, conservative anti-Castro Cubans and those US politicians, which 

throughoutt the Cold War pursued the imperialist intentions of toppling Cuba's 

party/statee apparatus, automatically assumed that because of the fall of Communism 

inn Europe, Fidel Castro and the PCC had no chance of lasting more than a couple of 

years.. [Oppenheimer, 1992] Some pressed for a military invasion, others for a 

hardeningg of the US embargo. Yet others, the bulk of academia and many economists, 

tookk it as a given that the Cuban government would not be able to handle the 

economicc crisis caused by the severance of economic ties with the former Soviet 

Union.. This last group of thinkers concluded that, just as the transition economy in 

Easternn Europe produced a political change within government circles as well as a 

dissatisfiedd attitude among the popular opposition movements, thereby resulting in the 

decompositionn of the social and ideological base of the state, Cuba too was doomed to 
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yieldd towards the same reforms and experience a radical breakdown of the Socialist 

project. . 

Inn Washington, DC, research centres dedicated to the study of the Cuban economy 

sponsoredd various projects and eventually documents emphasising the discourse of a 

post-Castroo Cuba; one of these is the Association for the Study of the Cuban 

Economy,, which sponsored the semi-annual "Cuba in Transition" volumes. This 

collectionn of essays, reports and talks given at Florida International University, was 

sett up in contemplation of the eventual demise of Cuban Socialism. The titles of the 

articless alone give away the mind set of the mostly US-based researchers: 

"Reconstructingg Cuba: From Marxism to Democracy, 199? -200? "; "Elements of 

Politicall  Restructuring in Post-Castro Transition" [Rivera, 1991, 1992]; "The End is 

Near:: Why Cuban Socialism Failed" [Roca, 1993]. In an academic fashion, Sergio 

Rocaa wrote this last mentioned article with a theoretical framework based on Janos 

Kornai'ss work, which was dedicated to explaining the causes of the fall of Soviet 

communism.. All these mistaken assumptions will be tackled later in the following 

chapter.. I mention them briefly now in order to provide a background on the attitudes 

andd intentions of the anti-Castro movement and the push for a hardening of the US 

embargo. . 

Excitedd by the widely published and almost obvious possibilities of the fall of the 

Cubann party/state apparatus, the Cuban-American Foundation (CANF) lobby group 

hadd mounted pressure on the US Congress to take action upon the Cuban case. In 

19922 US Congressman Robert Torricelli sponsored the bill, which would mark 

anotherr decade of US-Cuban conflict. The Cuban Democracy Act (the Torecelli Act), 

whichh would re-enforce the thirty year-old embargo, was aimed at destroying the Fidel 

Castro-ledd regime and punishing other countries for trading with the island. The law 

wass implemented immediately. This was made possible through CANF's contribution 

too the 1992 US presidential campaign, when the CANF donated US $120,000 to Bill 

Clinton'ss contingent. [Eckstein, 1994:94] The written object of the law was to punish 

anyy businesses that were investing in Cuba, in addition to prohibiting the IMF and the 

Worldd Bank from facilitating business transactions on the island. Cuba was excluded 

fromm these Bretton Woods Institutions as the US can enforce their voting power here. 
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Votingg in the World Bank and the IMF is weighed by monetary contribution; the US 

contributess the most. This act can be understood as a re-enforcement of the embargo 

whichh characterised US-Cuban relations in that prior to the Torricelli Bill , US 

subsidiaryy companies in Mexico and Canada were allowed to export to the island and 

participatee in joint ventures. According to Trueba Gonzalez, US subsidiary companies 

inn 1991 exported products and services worth $300 million to Cuba. [EIU, 1992] 

Totall  transactions with Cuba had amounted to $718.7 million in that same year. The 

biggestt companies involved were Mobile Oil, Esso-Exxon, and IBM. 

4.6.22 Migratio n policies 

However,, the hype died out from between the end of 1992 until 1996. US economic 

aggressionn against Cuba began to simmer down after US corporations saw the benefits 

off  investing in Cuba, even if trade was conducted via third countries. Esso-Exxon, 

ITT,, and IBM all unsuccessfully lobbied against the Torricelli Act, but received broad 

attentionn from the US media. [GI, 30 June 1993:4] Additionally, this bouquet final, 

whichh exacerbated Cuba's already difficult position, was not producing the desired 

outcome.. Cuba remained Socialist, at least a one-party/state apparatus. Although no 

officiall  change was made on the embargo policy, the Office of US Interests in Havana 

sett up negotiation talks with Cuban government officials. [GI, 30 June 1993:4-5] In 

Augustt of 1993, recent Cuban emigres, who were more distressed by the economic 

conditionn of the island rather then being true political refugees, pushed businessmen, 

lawyers,, doctors and other professionals to form a moderate counterpart to the CANF; 

itt was called the Cuban Committee for Democracy. This group sought out 

negotiationss between the Cuban community throughout the US and the Cuban 

government.. This group accomplished getting medical supplies and other materials to 

familiess and friends on the island. Though the CCD intended on overriding the 

powerfull  influence that the old guard of anti-Castro forces had over the US 

government,, the CANF's economic power and strong networking within the US 

Congresss prevailed. Once again, this was due to the leverage that large enterprises run 

byy Miami-based Cubans had upon US Congress. 
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Relationss between Cuba and the United States improved for a spell when in 1994 a 

massivee migratory crisis hit the shores of Miami. It was in this year that the Cuban 

governmentt allowed 30.000 Cubans to "flee" the island. This massive exodus 

producedd a fear in the US, recalling the days of the Mariel Exodus in 1980 when 

thousandss of Cubans were able to leave the country and arrived unexpectedly on 

Floridaa beaches. Conservative and anti-immigrant forces in Florida quickly called US 

Federall  attention to the legal and illegal influx of Cubans, many of whom were former 

convictedd criminals in their homeland. And so the leaders of the two countries 

compromisedd on a new migratory-visa regime. But the US maintained the "wet 

foot/dryy foot" policy, which encouraged certain brave résisters, especially among the 

young,, to attempt to leave the island by unsafe means in the hope of reaching US 

shores.. The law stated that if a Cuban national were to arrive upon US dry land 

territory,, the individual would be considered as a political exile. If the individual were 

too be caught by the US National Coast Guard or the Immigration and Naturalisation 

Servicee crossing territorial waters, then the US government would reserve the right to 

deportt the Cuban national back to his or her homeland. In the United States, this wet 

foot/dryy foot policy created some resentment among other ethnic and migrant 

communitiess because of its discriminatory character. [Hoefte, 1995:83-90] The Cuban 

exilee community in Florida made sure to support this measure as it coincided with US 

foreignn policy to advocate for those "oppressed" by "non-democratic" regimes. 

4.6.33 Helms-Burton Law 

Inn 1995, the Cuban parliament passed a New Law on Foreign Investment, which 

invitedd foreign companies and individuals to invest directly and up to 100% in 

ventures;; the character of this law was non-discriminatory. In other words, even 

Cuban-Americanss and former exiles were invited to invest. This law will be discussed 

inn greater detail later on in the section concerning Cuban reforms and restructuring. 

Butt it is important to mention it here in order to describe how open (desperate, 

perhaps)) the Cuban government was in re-establishing contacts with Miami capital 

holders.. Despite the New Law on Foreign Investment's friendly gesture to Cuban 

exiless in the US, the CANF and other Miami-based forces set out to discredit the 

changess made in Cuba's economic and political system. One week after 24 February 
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1996,, when the Cuban Armed Forces shot down a pirate jet violating Cuba's territorial 

space,, the Republican Party-dominated US Congress passed the Helms Burton Law. 

Thee Helms-Burton Law was, according to President Bill Clinton, "a powerful message 

too Fidel Castro, that the United States will support anyone who fights for freedom and 

democracyy in Cuba." The Helms-Burton Law allows any Cuban exile in the US, the 

rightt to legally sue any individual or company that purchases any property confiscated 

byy the revolutionary government. One writer in the Economist described the law as a 

"scarecrow""  to deter enterprises from investing in Cuba. [Economist, 10 March 1996: 

30]]  The pirate jet was sent and flown by the Miami-based group Hermanos al Rescate 

(Brotherss to the Rescue); this group allegedly receives funds from the CANF, the CIA 

andd Cuban-American enterprises. [GI, 1 March 1996] Because of the proximity of the 

twoo events and the commentaries that the press had on Cuban military defence, one 

mightt as well assume that the latter was a direct result of the former. 

Inn his book concerning the role that the world famous, rum producing giant Bacardi 

Rumm played in formulating the Torricelli Act and the Helms-Burton Law, Calvo 

Ospinaa describes the politics of the US economic embargo against Cuba as an "occult 

war""  between Cuban state corporations and Miami millionaires. The study was well 

defendedd and provides the reader with surprising facts concerning corporate influence 

inn US laws concerning Cuba. However, while studies like these are significant in 

understandingg the adverse relationship between the two countries, they tend to 

disguisee the essence of the economic embargo; that is, the intentions of the US state 

leadershipp to undermine the social revolutionary and anti-imperialist processes that 

characterisee the Cuban Revolution. The bottom line is that the embargo continues to 

bee in place today because of US imperialist intentions. Cuban-American corporations 

andd their lobby groups only support the embargo with capital and intellectual back up. 

4.6.44 The embargo's illegality 

Forr the United Nations General Assembly, the embargo is illegal according to 

internationall  law in that it coercively violates Cuba's right to self-determination. 

Additionallyy and especially in its latest phase, i.e. the Helms-Burton Law, the 
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embargoo was viewed as an impediment to the self-determination of all nations; this 

attitudee is manifested in the progressive loss of support the US received in upholding 

thee embargo. In 1992, only 59 countries against 70 countries voted in favour of ending 

thee US embargo against Cuba; this was shortly after the passing of the Torricelli Bill . 

Everyy year thereafter, the number of countries opposed to the embargo against Cuba 

hass increased. In 1993 the Resolution calling for the embargo's end passed 88 to 57, 

withh four abstentions. In 1994 the score was 101 to 48 with two abstentions; in 1995 it 

wass 117 to 38 with three abstentions; in 1996, 139 countries voted in favour of ending 

thee embargo against 25 with three abstentions; and in 1997, 143 countries called upon 

thee United States to end the embargo and scrap the Helms-Burton Law. En fin, there is 

currentlyy no international backing for the embargo; the world sees it as unjustified. 

4.6.55 Looking at the embargo criticall y 

Theree are fundamentally two problems when looking at the embargo. The first is the 

wayy the embargo is used in Cuba as an excuse for all the shortcomings of the present 

system.. In 1996 one Cuban worker told me: "Cuba is nice, you just have to understand 

it;; if anything goes wrong, all you have to do is blame the US blockade." [Interviews, 

1998]]  In all my research I have not found a single document pertaining to the Cuban 

politicall  economy, or even a single issue of the Granma newspaper, that does not 

containn some assessment on the effects of the embargo. In Cuba the embargo is called 

elel Bloqueo (Blockade), a term which is an exaggeration. There has not been a single 

speechh by Fidel Castro that does not, even if it is only briefly, rebuke the US for its 

sanctions.. All the food shortages, lack of equipment and materials, schoolbooks, 

medicine,, diseases, malnutrition in the countryside, even the weather; all the blame 

goess to the US embargo. Secondly and ironically, when one arrives to any of Cuba's 

recentlyy remodelled airports, one cannot help but to notice the stacks of Coca-Cola 

canss standing as proudly as the native Varadero Rum on the bars. But this sight is not 

completee without the accompaniment of Winston, Marlboro and Camel cigarette 

cartons.. In the tourist area shops, US tooth pastes and Palmolive-Colgate body soaps 

aree available. In the "dollar shopping's" milk imported from Spain is available to all 

whoo can afford it. It is not uncommon to see clothing stores selling Levi 501 jeans for 
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Neww York City prices. The streets of Havana today are filled with cellular telephones, 

alll  kinds of cars, plenty of gasoline (sold in US dollars, of course) and Nike T-shirts 

onn the backs of youth. Where then is the embargo? How can one account for the 

inconsistenciess here? 

WhyWhy are there plenty of US products on the Dollar market, which is still state run, but 

thenthen a lack of medical products, books for schools, milk for the general population? 

Thesee inconsistencies do not go without explanation. The country found itself in a 

situationn where it needed to recuperate its capacity to produce and sell in the world 

markett in hard currency. Since there are no more five-year plans and guaranteed prices 

forr its main products, Cuba needed to sell everything it can in hard currency (US 

Dollars),, in order to accumulate capital for the state. After all, even the means and 

materialss of reproducing the so-called conquests of the Revolution -housing, medicine 

andd education- are bought from abroad in dollars. The state's principal economic 

objectivee was to accumulate as many dollars as it can. [Rodriguez Beruff, 1995:23] 

Thiss not only means making dollar profits on domestic products, but it also indicates 

thee development of a mercantile economy by buying products from abroad -including 

USS products bought from the Panama Canal Free Trade Zone- and making profits off 

theirr retail in the tourism industry. Certain products that are bought abroad, even 

essentiall  household items like cooking oil- are bought from Spain, Panama and 

Mexico,, were then being sold in dollars. Some of the prices seem quite inflated in 

comparisonn to neighbouring Caribbean countries. [Interviews, 1998] Nevertheless, 

thesee products do sell. 

Duringg the 1980s, the dollar stores were reserved for tourists and diplomats; hence the 

termm "Diplotiendas" was applied to these entities. But today, since the dollar has been 

legalised,, the government seeks to benefit from those Cubans who have relatives 

livingg abroad; gifts in dollars have become a major source of hard currency income for 
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Cuba.. Obviously, the dollars need to be spent. This is the explanation that the PCC 

offerss the general population. 

4.6.66 The effects of the embargo on the health care system 

Despitee the ambiguities and contradictions that the embargo entails, one thing is for 

certain,, and that is the effect that it has had on the national health care system. No 

institutionn has been hit harder by the economic crisis of the 1990s -of which the 

embargoo plays an important role- than Cuba's health care system that provides free 

servicess to all its citizens. Conditions like food shortages, power outages and lack of 

materialss for construction have always plagued Cuba, even in the best of times. But 

forr a short period of time during the 1990s, the health care system was found to be 

crumbling,, and diseases that were preventable in the 1980s were becoming rampant in 

isolatedd communities today. As is well known, one of the Revolution's so-called 

triumphss or conquests is the health care system. Previously, the revolutionary medical 

andd health care system was not only a showcase for the Third World, but the know-

howw in science and medical technology is comparable to the US and Western Europe. 

Cuba'ss infant mortality rate is among the world's lowest and life expectancy is 

equivalentt to that of industrial superpowers. [Ritzen, 2 May 2001] But all this was put 

inn a dangerous situation. Today, lack of both simple and essential materials, makes it 

difficultt to provide the best quality health care for Cuba's citizens. Surgeons are forced 

too reuse medical gloves and patients wait endlessly for simple X-rays due to the 

shortagess in film. Also a very telling fact of the Special Period is that the number of 

surgeriess performed between 1990 and 1995, dropped some 40%. [CIA, 1 September 

1998] ] 

Whatt is interesting about the medical aspect of the economic crisis is that here is a 

casee where the blame can be placed directly upon the US embargo. The Torricelli Law 

enactedd in 1992 banned the sale of US products through third countries. In 1995, the 

Helms-Burtonn Law sought out to punish any foreign company that invests in the 
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medicall  field. As a result, it became more difficult for the party/state apparatus to buy 

medicall  equipment or medicines from US companies or subsidiaries of those firms 

withoutt permission from the US government. Globalisation of the marketplace in this 

decadee simply exacerbated the problem. US pharmaceutical giants continue to buy up 

drovess of medical companies in Europe and Latin America. Now some drugs are only 

madee in the US or by US-owned monopolies, and Cuba is hence shut-off. 

4.6.77 Embargo and legitimacy 

Butt what the embargo actually does in Cuba is legitimise the government's adversity 

too the US, and its economic and so-called democratic formulas. Fidel Castro has been 

successfull  in receiving popular support from the general population, and the rest of 

thee world because of US aggression. Political repression and tough police control, on 

thee streets, and at the factories are legitimised because of scarcity, which in turn is 

popularlyy understood as the result of the embargo. One can say, "this may be Castro's 

finestt hour." After the Pope's visit in January of 1998, and his criticism of the 

embargo,, the US appeared to be dropping restrictions on humanitarian care. A limited 

numberr of direct flights, containing medical supplies and foodstuff, from Miami to 

Havanaa are now permitted. 

Itt should be no secret; the embargo actually unifies the country. This is not to say that 

thee state benefits economically from the embargo, but politically there is every reason 

forr the Cuban government to call upon the masses to oppose this externally imposed 

factt of life. Someday the embargo will fall. What then would be the cause of 

shortages,, underdevelopment and economic crisis? 

II  would not go as far as Jorge I. Dominguez to state that the Torricelli bill enacted in 

19922 was a gift from God to the Cuban government. [Dominguez, 1995:34] However, 

thee country did suffer economically and the pressures created by this law, though 

renderingg legitimacy to the Cuban government, did have its effects on the general 

population,, which in turn must respond to the party/state apparatus in supporting or 

resistingg policies. Additionally, the Helms-Burton law, the way it was imposed and 

thee manner in which it was denounced world wide, also affected the population and its 
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vieww towards the United States. The attitude may be summed up by saying that the 

mostt anti-Castro Cubans living on the island were pleased to support the party/state 

apparatuss in the face of US economic aggression. The reinforced US economic 

embargoo came just in time to legitimise the anti-imperialist regime when its 

shortcomingss were becoming more obvious towards the end of 1980s. 

4.77 The state's response and the impact upon Cuba's political economy 

Thee end of the Cold War, the demise of the Socialist bloc in Eastern Europe and the 

hardeningg of the US economic embargo all led to a situation where Cuba was found to 

bee more and more isolated within the global economy. This predicament forced the 

revolutionaryy leadership to deal with its own economic problems realistically and 

beginn a new search for alternatives within the framework of the pillars and 

foundationss of the party/state apparatus. As a result, the 1960s debate on how to 

maintainn sovereignty and promote development was rehashed, and so was the idea of 

nationall  development on terms favourable to equitable domestic redistribution. [See 

Chapterr Three: 3.7.4] 

Thee purpose of this section is to outline the impact that the economic crisis had upon 

Cuba'ss political and economic structures. Many of the changes explain how the 

revolutionaryy leadership was able to maintain stability and overcome the dire straits of 

economicc chaos. After delineating the changes that accompanied -or that were a direct 

reactionn to- the economic crisis, this study will have come to answer the first half of 

thiss dissertation's central research question: Why and how does the one-party 

Communistt political apparatus continue to exist? 

First,, it would be appropriate to review what has been stated so far. I have already 

identifiedd the four broad groups of causes to the economic crisis that is often called El 

PeriodoPeriodo Especial, those being: Internal economic dynamics and logistics of Cuban 

revolutionaryy social development; the evolutionary demise of the CMEA parallel 

markett system; the complete dissolution of the Soviet Union as a global superpower 

andd political structure and lastly, the hardening of the US economic embargo against 

thee island's economy. These factors caused a problem of shortages in fuel and energy, 
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aa lowering in the consumption of food and a problem with its distribution, a fall in 

generall  production, a set back in the national health care system, and the deterioration 

off  the population's standard of living. 

Inn contrast to the literature provided by official PCC research and other independent 

cubanologos,cubanologos, I found the Periodo Especial to be not so much of a useful term in 

describingg the economic crisis as it was to describe the government's immediate 

responsee to the same. Ultimately, this period resulted in the inevitable restructuring of 

Cuba'ss domestic political economy and the implementation of what is traditionally 

calledd market-orientated policies. In Spanish, this would be called apertura, or 

opening,, to the global market forces. 

4.7.11 Actively forming a new model 

Thee Special Period in the Time of Peace involved making political reforms, seizing 

thee economy, and pushing the population to make various sacrifices in order to save 

thee revolutionary social order. Using market reforms was no stranger to the party/state 

apparatus.. As stated earlier in this chapter, market strategies in domestic markets as 

welll  as in the sphere of foreign investment were used as early as the mid-1970's. 

However,, during the 1990's, the government had to resort to certain market practices 

thatt were absolutely inconceivable in revolutionary Cuba prior to the crisis. This idea 

wass best reflected in the words of a PCC member who told me: "We have to think like 

capitalistss but continue to be socialists." [Interviews, 1998] 

Inn terms of the actual political structure, some changes were made. In the minds of 

some,, these changes will always be PCC responses to anti-Communist waves and the 

"pro-democratic""  fanfare that has swept across the former Socialist Bloc and around 

thee world during the neo-liberal triumph mentioned in this book's introduction. For 

others,, political reform in Cuba is seen as a priority held by the population that has as 

inn the past influenced party decision making. Communists in Cuba do not like to link 

thee events of economic turmoil and the demise of the world-wide Communist 

movementt together with the political reforms that the country experienced; whereas 

PCCC leadership constantly re-emphasises that their political model of democracy is 
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authenticc to Cuba, and as a sovereign nation, no foreign models or pressures were 

takenn into consideration. However, the timing of the political/economic reforms 

appearss to be more than just a coincidence. Remember that since the end of the 1980s, 

neww democratic models, based on European liberal and multiparty democracies, were 

beingg established worldwide by popular demand. This was true for most of Eastern 

Europee and parts of Africa, but also in Latin America, especially in Chile. Fidel 

Castroo and the PCC, who have been in power since 1959, had to respond to the new 

worldd order that not only imposed a standard culture of neo-liberal economic 

developmentt in Third World countries, but also ordained multiparty elections. In 

responsee to the liberal democratic demands in the West, Castro said, "that no other 

regimee is as democratic as a Socialist regime." [GI, 27 December 1992] This meant 

thatt the country would not turn to foreign, multiparty political and neo-liberal models. 

Rather,, that Cuba will continue to be ruled by one, solid party representing the 

interestss of the masses and built upon the historical events, legal resources and pillars 

thatt created the Cuban revolutionary experience. [August, 1999:225] In other words, 

thee one-party state apparatus would only endorse changes that were consistent with 

thee pillars of unity, continuity, state supremacy and -especially- popular participation. 

Thee severity of the economic crisis that hit Cuba in 1991 caused the PCC to depend 

moree on the general population, as former Socialist allies shunned the Castro-regime. 

4.7.22 The fourth PCC Congress 

Inn May of 1991, on the verge of the collapse of the USSR, Fidel Castro made his 

Uamamiento,Uamamiento, or, the calling to the general population to participate in the changes that 

neededd to be made in order to accommodate the island-nation to the new global 

politicall  economy. [GI, 21 May 1991:8] Industrial sites provided for mass meetings of 

workerss where, for instance, during the days prior to the 1991 fourth PCC Congress, 

overr a million people voiced their complaints, suggestions, and ideas regarding over 

fiftyfifty  issues that dealt with people-government relations. This occurred also in the 

workplacee of factories, schools, sugar cane fields and hotels. Some call this popular 

participationn the hallmark of Cuban democracy. I would say that this was really a 

samplingg of opinions and popular ideas from which the PCC could measure the extent 
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too which it could please the population without jeopardising state coherency or the 

pillarr of unity. It also offered a sense of accountability to the masses. 

Ecksteinn criticised the llamamiento to be a "one-shot affair; there were no follow-up 

sessionss were people could, en masse, articulate grievances without fear of reprisal." 

[Eckstein,, 1994:115] In my experience in Cuba between 1996 and 2000, I could not 

sayy that I witnessed any fear on behalf of the general population of reprisals or 

penalisationn for complaining and articulating grievances. Furthermore, another 

llamamientollamamiento for discussion was called later on in 1997 in preparation for the fifth 

PCCC Congress. In any case, the important changes were the actual political reforms 

thatt took place and how they came to pass. For instance, although the reformed 

Constitutionn of 1992 was filled with articles that seemingly enhanced democratic 

rightsrights in Cuba, it is important to note that the Constitution was never opened up to 

popularr debate or criticism. Hence, the Constitution, or the base law of the land 

continuess to be a tool used by the PCC in order to lead the domestic political 

economy.. However, it was the democratically elected legislative body (ANPP), which 

approvedd the Constitution. 

Inn 1991, the fourth PCC Congress agreed to allow for the following: the making of 

Constitutionall  reforms, the incorporation of religious leaders and laymen into the 

PCC,, the listing of all guaranteed freedoms and property rights under the reformed 

Constitution,, and secret and direct elections of representatives on all levels 

(municipal,, provincial and national) of the Assemblies of Popular Power. The 

reformedd Constitution, which was implemented in 1992, created the legal means by 

whichh the country could open up to a new model of political/representative structures, 

and,, modes of production, planning and re-distribution that were non-existent prior to 

thee economic crisis. 

Onn the high level of ministries and state management, there is evidence of a new and 

sometimess de-centralised group of institutions or ministries that deal with the various 

sectorss of society. For instance, what was once called the Central Board of Economic 

Planningg (JUCEPLAN, formally the SPDE) has been broken down into what are now 

calledd the Ministry of Economy and Planning and the Ministry of Finance and Prices; 
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thee State Committee for Foreign Economic Co-operation (CECE) is now the Ministry 

off  Foreign Investment and Economic Co-operation; the State Institute of Tourism 

(INTUR)) is today the Ministry of Tourism (MINTUR); the State Committee of 

Labourr and the Committee for Social Security have been combined into one Ministry 

off  Labour and Social Security. All of these, especially the Ministry of Foreign 

Investmentt and the creation of the Ministry of Tourism depict how the state on an 

organisationall  level has adjusted to the new needs induced by the economic crisis. 

4.7.33 A new electoral regime and local economic organisation 

Priorr to the 1992-93 general elections, provincial deputies and national representatives 

too the ANPP were elected by municipal assemblies. Another political reform 

supposedlyy changed the level of authority the PCC had in influencing the selection of 

candidates.. Previously, in order to be a candidate, one had to be selected by the 

candidacyy commission, which was traditionally chaired by a PCC member appointed 

byy the party. Since the reforms, this position is reserved for appointment by the 

worker'ss union (CTC), whereby worker representatives would attain a higher level of 

participationn in the political process. [August, 1999: 225-227] By the elections of 

Februaryy 1993, half of the PCC 225 person Central Committee and the entire 25-

memberr Political Bureau were replaced by a younger generation of communists. The 

Councill  of State was also turned over by as much as 50 percent. Ninety-three percent 

off  all eligible voters participated in municipal elections, and in the February 1993 

Provinciall  and National Assembly elections the voter turn out was 99 percent. [CEA, 

Elecciones,, 1998:15] Castro remained in his position as Head of the Council of State 

andd Commander-in-Chief of the Revolution. Dissidents were technically allowed to 

runn for office, but, since Cuba has no multiparty tradition, no dissident was willing to 

runn as an individual. 

Onn the local provincial and municipal levels, new managerial structures were created 

forr the purpose of organising industry, agricultural production and other economic 

activity.. The Constitutional reform of 1992 allowed for the creation of Consejos 

Populares,Populares, or (local) Popular Councils, as a new strategy for economic and planning 
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governance.. These Councils are comprised of delegates from the electoral college for 

municipall  government and representatives from mass organisations such as the FMC, 

thee UJC, the CDR and the trade unions (CTC). Elected local officials head the 

Councilss with a strong background in the economics, accounting and/or engineering. 

Inn this instance, the Municipal government was relieved of its function in the 

managementt of production. In turn, the Municipal Assemblies could concentrate their 

effortss in infrastructure and public services. The Councils would oversee production 

inn industrial and agricultural bases and determine the action to be taken in the name of 

efficiency.. This would include: the number of those employed, the amount of 

subsidiess requested and the planning of further economic growth. [Valdés Paz, 1996: 

30]]  Prior to this, regional or local economic planning was always headed by the 

Executivee Committees of the Municipal Assemblies, which was usually chaired by a 

memberr of the Communist Party. Though at least one PCC member is always present 

inn the Popular Councils, the management is actually conducted by a new managerial 

cadree who specialise in the areas of economic planning at specific industrial and 

agriculturall  sites. 

4.7.44 Adjusting state supremacy 

Inn the economic realm, the reformed Constitution redefined the idea of Socialist 

propertyy and how it can be used. Article 15 of the Constitution was re-written so that 

thatt the state would appear as the possessor of the "fundamental" means of production 

inn contrast to the previously mentioned owner of the "total means of production". 

Additionally,, the constitutional reform allowed for legislation concerning foreign 

investment.. Article 23 now allows for the transfer of state property to private property 

whenn deemed necessary by the people (i.e., the National Assembly and the Council of 

State).. While affirming the State as the supreme manager of natural resources and re-

distributor,, the new Constitution recognises that there are various economic means of 

exploitingg resources to create profit, which would benefit the State and its Socialist 

project.. This includes the idea of inviting foreign companies to invest directly into the 

country,, in order to provide more infrastructure, capital and new technologies. These 

constitutionall  changes however, could never capture the real, organisational reforms 
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thatt have transformed the institutions of the state and the political economy upon 

whichh production in Cuba takes place. Following the Constitution, the laws 

concerningg economic reform emanated first from the need to recover from the 

economicc crisis. 

4.7.55 The end of five year  plans 

Domesticc planning during the Periodo Especial differed from the planned economy 

duringg the Cold War. No longer could five-year plans mobilise the forces of 

productionn and set the standard for Cuba's participation in the global economy. 

Rather,, it was the urgency of meeting the basic needs of the party/state apparatus in 

orderr to carry out production and redistribution. Since the fourth PCC Congress, the 

governmentt has taken measures to adjust the country to the world market, one year at 

aa time. The objectives of the PCC during the 1990s were to: 

 recuperate Cuba's capacity to produce for profit in the international market; 

 diversify the various sectors of the economy in accordance with the present global 

conditionss i.e., produce only what can be sold; 

 preserve the maximum level of economic socialisation in order to maintain the 

fundamentall  conquests of the Revolution. 

[PCC,, 1997] 

Inn one phrase, the idea was to integrate Cuba further into the world market system 

whilee maintaining the fruits of state-led development. Since the reforms and 

adjustmentss to the new global scenario were not induced with the help of economic 

advisorss from the United States, as was the case with the former Soviet Union, we can 

speakk of native restructuring plans in the Cuban case. This native reconstruction and 

periodd of reforms can also be labelled as structural or organisational transformations 

off  the institutions and modes of production that the state endorses. [Monreal, 

Carranza,, et. al, 1995] As I will demonstrate, the organisational transformation of 

statee institutions is quite clear, even though "the mode of production" essentially 
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remainss state-led. Nevertheless, the impact upon the social development of the 

countryy needs to be looked at critically. As will be pointed out towards the end of this 

section,, the results pose a threat to the egalitarian structures that were instituted by the 

party/statee apparatus. 

Organisationall  transformation in Cuba has been manifested in the following: 

 the decentralisation of foreign trade, that is eliminating state monopoly of 

powerr over foreign commerce; 

 the development of commercial infrastructure and financing; 

 new models of businesses, including new models of business management and 

self-- employment; 

 the auto-financing and decentralised managerial direction of hard currency 

profitt making companies; 

 the creation of new economic agents of the private sector; 

 a managerial revolution in terms of getting better qualified managers of 

productionn and technical education to run businesses; 

 development of a competitive culture in the marketing of products and 

services; ; 

 the creation of new managerial positions; 

 gradual introduction of world market prices; that is the sale and purchase of 

importt goods in US Dollars, as well as the sale of certain Cuban products in 

thee tourist industries only; [Carranza, 1995: 32] 

4.7.66 The economic reforms 

Inn real terms, this organisational transformation was manifested in six experimental 

andd working programmes. The first is what has been called the creation of a dual 

economyy whereby a system of production and consumption of goods and services 

basedd on the US dollar would exist along side the subsidised economy of sale and 

purchasee of guaranteed goods and services in the national monetary unit. The second 

programmee reflects the organisational transformations in business, productive and 

agriculturall  management, whereas the central government in Havana would no longer 
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controll  the process of specialised production and company managers would behave as 

theyy would in private corporations by implementing policies favouring efficiency. 

Third,, the opening up to new forms of labour, namely self-employment; whereas the 

emergingg popular means of meeting essential and everyday needs (including what was 

previouslyy considered to be black market activity) became formal and recognised by 

thee government. Fourth, is the opening to foreign and direct investment (FDI); 

wherebyy private corporations were welcomed to exploit resources, labour and 

productionn services on the island in partnership with the Cuban government on 

nationall  territory. The fifth organisational change was the move towards tourism as a 

principlee producer of hard currency for the party/state apparatus. Following these 

immediatee changes (sixth) was the need to establish a new banking system that 

handless the income, savings and holdings that the new economy produces. [FI, 1998] 

4.7.77 Legalisation of the dollar 

Onee of the most problematic moves by the Cuban government, in its quest to rid itself 

off  the economic crisis, was the introduction of the use of hard currency and its free 

circulation.. In August of 1993, the Council of State approved Decree-Law No. 140, 

whichh legalised the possession and use of hard currency by Cuban citizens. The 

legalisationn of the US dollar allowed for those who had access to it to purchase goods 

inn the tourist industry, as some products could only be sold in US dollars. Prior to this, 

possessionn of the US dollar was punishable by imprisonment. Many Cubans illegally 

possessedd US Dollars in order to participate in black market activity and the sale of 

contraband.. Long before this reform took place, many Cubans with family in the US 

hadd access to dollars. The government finally recognised that a large portion of the 

Cubann population possessed US Dollars, and it had been the objective of the 

party/statee leadership to confiscate all dollars for the purpose of having the state use of 

themm abroad for the purchases of State needs and infrastructure. Previously, repressive 

tacticss were commonly used by the police to control black market activity and round 

upp the millions of dollars that Cuban nationals possessed. [Carmona Baez, 2000] In an 

attemptt to fix the economy, it finally made much more sense for the Cuban 

governmentt to legalise the use of foreign and hard currencies in order to create a dual 
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economyy for the benefit of "recuperating" a potentially powerful source of collective 

income. . 

Thee National Bank of Cuba declared that Pesos would be freely exchangeable for hard 

currency,, at the newly set up casa de cambios, for the purpose of buying products and 

services.. Among the first hard currencies recognised by the State were: the US Dollar, 

thee German Mark, the Canadian Dollar, the French Franc, the Spanish Peseta and the 

Britishh Pound. The exchange rate for the Peso to the Dollar was copied off the black 

markett as a natural starting point; thereafter, other hard currencies were to be 

exchangedd at the daily rate of the dollar and those other European monetary units. 

Theree is no longer an incentive for Cubans to engage in black market activity in order 

too gain access to dollars or change dollars for Pesos. The exchange rate had varied 

throughoutt the first couple of years. In 1994, the US Dollar was sold at 150 Pesos. But 

afterr 1995, the value of the dollar in Cuba fell to 20 Pesos. Since then, its range has 

remainedd relatively constant during the last five years (1995-present), from 20-25 

Pesoss to the US Dollar [FI, 1998] 

Thiss aspect has contributed to the competitiveness of those sectors of the economy 

thatt conduct their businesses in hard currency. Also, the de-penalisation of the 

possessionn of hard currency helped create a working and competitive internal market 

onn the island. The supply of goods and services offered in USD has become one of the 

majorr sources of income for state accumulation. Between 1994 and 1997, economic 

activityy of services and small commerce brought in US $1.5 billion. [Marquetti 

Nodarse,, 1998:51] This brought in more than other agricultural and traditional trade in 

productss like citrus and tobacco during the same time period. By the same token, the 

de-penalisationn and free circulation of hard currency is related to the increment in 

employmentt in the sectors of finance and trade, which is conducted strictly in US 

Dollars.. This additionally resulted in the financing of many industries strictly in 

dollarss and the opening up of private bank accounts for citizens and businesses in 

dollars.. The introduction of the USD has also aided Cuba in fully integrating into the 

worldd economic system by bringing it up to par with international norms of state 

financing.. At the same time, the presence of US dollars has brought Cuba numerous 

problems,, which, more than anything else, makes the political economy and the 
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maintenancee of the pillars of the Revolution a delicate balance. The disadvantages 

broughtt to the fore by legalising the USD are the following among many other 

sociologicall  implications: 

 the reduction of the use of the national peso in the domestic market; 

 the weakening of the use of job salary as a stimulating incentive for work; 

 the establishment of foreign monopoly services that conduct business in dollars; 

 the difficulty in estimating real levels of efficiency and competitiveness of 

nationall  production units and services 

Introducingg the possibility and legality of Cuban nationals conducting direct economic 

transactionss in foreign hard currencies, meant the return of certain economic practices 

thatt are pre-Revolutionary; they will be discussed later. Some of these practices which 

afterr 1959 were eliminated due to the rigid system of monetary control, which allowed 

onlyy the party/state apparatus to conduct economic transaction in USD or hard 

currencies,, and that was done only with businesses from countries outside of the 

CMEA. . 

Onee of the principal objectives of the legalisation of the use of the USD was to 

guaranteee party/state accumulation of this powerful resource from the hands of the 

populacee and channel them to restore the value of the national monetary unit, and 

backingg of monetary liquidity, which was a major economic problem for the country 

duringg the 1990s crisis. It was thought to compensate the deficit of convertible 

monies,, which was due to the fall of export income since 1993. It was also thought to 

helpp the balance of payments and foreign debt. Additionally, this reform was an 

alternativee to devaluation of the national monetary unit. As most already know from 

thee experiences of Latin American countries, as well as the former Socialist 

economiess of Eastern Europe, devaluation only expedites the recessive tendencies in 

thee already crisis-ridden economy. Devaluation of national currencies does littl e to 

improvee the productive structure of the country; even though devaluation cheapens 

productionn for export, it is not enough to produce a national jump in production. 

Objectively,, a country would have to wait a long period of time before being able to 

incorporatee new capacities for production and services. In the Cuban case, the 
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devaluationn of the national monetary unit would not have produced favourable 

conditionss for the country. World wide, the Peso is already an invalid and non-

convertiblee unit. For Cuba, this would have meant the liquidation of the entire 

nationall  reserve. The estimated potential amount of USD that would be added to the 

Nationall  Reserve was $500 million. But by 1996, the free circulation of USD 

producedd approximately $800 million for the country. [Marquetti Nodarse, 1998:53] 

Ass I shall demonstrate later in this section, the de-penalisation together with the new 

modess of production of goods and services like self-employment and agricultural co-

operativess pushed the Cuban economy towards recuperation. It also provided an 

emergingg market based on foreign enterprise trade and decentralised and auto-

financedd state companies. In a relatively short period of time, the introduction of the 

USDD has produced an important economic growth, which led to the improvement of 

thee infrastructure and of national income levels. 

Inn 1994, the income from the supply of goods and services offered in USD became 

onee of the principal sources of income for the party/state apparatus. This process 

becamee consolidated in 1996 and 1997 where internally, businesses in dollars 

providedd the state with US $600 million. [Marquetti Nodarse, 1998:53] The result has 

beenn the recuperation of the Pesos buying power, whereas it is used in only small 

transactions.. For instance, foods in the co-operative markets are sold in pesos and a 

greatt number of products and services can be purchased in pesos. Individuals would 

exchangee the dollars (which they may receive abroad from family remittances or 

contactss with foreigners) for the pesos that are necessary to buy these basic products. 

Yet,, I would dare to say that the possession of the USD has become absolutely 

necessaryy for many Cubans in order to meet their basic, everyday needs, as the ration 

systemm had been debilitated and certain products such as cooking oil are never 

deliveredd to the local ration stores. Therefore, it would not be entirely correct to speak 

off  a dual economy, but of the dollarisation of the Cuban economy. 

Cubaa is not yet a typical consumer society where the market is based on a variety of 

highh quality of products. The domestic dollar economy is still based on a small retail 

market,, based on the simple availability of products due to the free circulation of hard 
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currency.. A very high concentration of this type of market is found in the sales of 

householdd products like cooking oils, canned foods and meats, soaps and cosmetics. A 

typicall  Cuban spends approximately $10 every time s/he enters these dollar markets. 

[Marquettii  Nodarse, 1998:57] But in addition to this, there is the spending that occurs 

inn nightclubs and the nightlife of nationals, and Mac Donald's like fast food 

restaurants,, which in the past were reserved for diplomats and open only for the tourist 

industry.. When it comes to the new supermarkets and stores of sales in USD, tourists 

contributee or buy the least. [Rodriguez, 1998:6] This is probably due to the fact that 

touristss are not interested in spending money on something that they can buy at home 

att a better quality or price. 

Itt took a while for Cubans to learn this market psychology. At the same time the 

experiencee proved that Cuba has the capacity of creating an internal market. In cafes 

andd restaurants, the tourist participates in the dollar market a littl e bit more, but the 

contributionn of nationals is still very important. When it comes to net profit, this 

internall  dollar market is superior to the net profit gained in tourism. The internal 

dollarr market produces 100% profit gain for the state in comparison to 30%, which is 

foundd in joint venture tourism. [Marquetti Nodarse, 1998:58] Finally, de-legalisation 

nott only allowed Cuban nationals to participate and have access to this market but 

alsoo increased the State's national reserve. 

4.7.88 Decentralisation 

Sincee the reforms, the government has decentralised the management of business and 

renderedd economic authority to the newly established, local economic organs. 

Althoughh most native businesses remained state owned, they are not controlled from 

Laa Habana. Rather, the fourth PCC Congress anointed the practice of autogestion 

(self-management),, where the managers of each business would really manage their 

particularr businesses, make payments, receive payments, organise employee benefits 

andd deal with the demands of local unions; this was conducted in order to cut the costs 

off  government funds. [PCC Doc. V Congress, 1998] Local businesses were made 

accountablee to the Consejos Populares, which, as mentioned earlier, would oversee 
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industriall  and agricultural production. "Socialist competition" was implemented, 

whereass those businesses, which have not been successful in the discipline of self-

management,, are inevitably closed down due to the lack of subsidies. This experiment 

startedd off with sugar mills and factories, food stores and also dollar businesses. 

Decentralisationn was also geared towards those companies that deal with export 

production.. Hence, an increased number of sociedades anonimas (S.A.'s) were 

createdd as the export services were loosened from the central government, in order to 

runn more efficiently. S.A.'s, as mentioned previously, are semiautonomous state 

agenciess that are set up to deal with foreign capital and production for export. Day-to-

dayy management of finance for these agencies is run independently from state budget 

restraints.. In simple terms, their main purpose was to make money for the country 

whilee working with hard currency. Again, these agencies geared towards foreign 

enterprisee relations are nothing new. Many S.A.'s in the 1980s, like Cubanacan 

dealingg with tourism and the hotel business, Contex -the fashion industry and sponsor 

off  Surchel beauty aids- and Artex -the company specialising in promoting artists, 

musicianss and dance abroad- are all now agencies that are responsible for pouring 

millionss of dollars into the Cuban economy. Other S.A.'s like Gaviota created a 

repoiree with health tourists and high-income visitors. All of the S.A.'s were 

responsiblee for attracting foreign investors to the island. Cubanacan, again, the 

tourismm company and hotel constructor since the 1980s, has attracted foreign investors 

fromm Mexico, Venezuela, Spain, and Italy. [FI, 1989:8] Cubalse, the countries largest 

S.A.,, was able to grow physically and in profits due to the process of decentralisation; 

ass a result, new S.A.'s were created under the Cubalse umbrella. [See Chapter Five, 

5.5.1] ] 

Similarly,, production in agricultural businesses, to meet the nutritional needs of the 

population,, has also changed. During the Special Period, the government has 

institutedd a mechanism thought to be more efficient in the production of common 

agriculturall  products, mainly sugar and its distribution. By 1992, 83% of all arable 

landd was held within the hands of the party/state apparatus, which -due to the crisis-

wass no longer capable of providing fuel, transportation and materials to carry out its 

exploitation.. [FI, 1998:40] As a result, in September of 1993 the ANPP approved the 
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lawss establishing the UBPCs or Basic Units of Co-operative Production. These 

openingg up of private farms and unused but fertile agricultural sites, with workers 

livingg on the plots, resemble small farm businesses that work independently from the 

state.. Each UBPC consists of two committees, one concerned with management and 

marketing,, and a second dealing with the technical and actual labour aspects. Most of 

thesee units consist of already existing state farms, but it also included small family 

farmss and properties. Additionally, the workers on these fields were given permission 

too use parts of the lands for auto-consumption of food products. At first, most of the 

productionn was geared towards the sugar industry, which was still state run. But by 

1994,, the task of the UBPCs was opened to the production of basic food and livestock 

goods.. These self-managing entities were allowed to sell their products in the markets 

off  city and town centres. [Echeverria, 1997:69] According to documents prepared by 

thee PCC, in 1992 75.2% of all agricultural land was held within state hands. By 1995, 

thee state possessed and conducted production on only 27.0% of arable land. The 

UBPCss now control 48% of the agricultural land in Cuba, whereas the private sectors 

andd the Credit and Services Co-operatives (CSC), which work similarly to UBPCs, 

usee the rest. [FI, 1998:5] 

4,7.99 Cuentapropismo 

Thee concept of self-employment never ceased to exist in Cuba after the 1959 

Revolution.. But because during the early years of radicalisation, the country 

experiencedd big transformations towards essentially collective modes of production, 

self-employmentt became an unusual way of making a living. Most of the participants 

inn the non-state sector were found in the rural areas of the country and were 

characterisedd as a group of people generally older than their 50's and with low levels 

off  education. [Nunez Moreno, 1998:41] Since these groups of people only represented 

ann irrelevant percentage of the workforce, littl e attention was paid to their existence. 

However,, as a result of the drastic conditions imposed by the economic crisis of the 

1990s,, a larger percentage of the workforce started to turn to informal means of 

acquiringg goods and the means to purchase them. Those who were able to harvest, 

roastt and distribute coffee, for instance, did so without concerning the party/state 
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apparatus.. Where the state was incapable of providing goods and services to the 

generall  population, the black or underground marketeers stepped in in meeting the 

dailyy needs of the people. 

Ass Nunez Moreno [1998] has demonstrated, a jump in the number of those 

participatingg in the self-employed/informal sector was a direct result of the 

"deformations""  that occurred in Cuba during the crisis in 1990 and onwards. In 1988, 

onlyy 41.4000 workers were considered to be officially self-employed. [Diaz, 1993:40] 

Butt no one knows exactly how many individuals participated in the black/informal 

markett as a principal means of acquiring daily needs. In my interviews with party 

members,, the self-employed and a variety of people off the streets, I found that the 

bulkk of Cuba's population has always depended on the black market to supplement 

theirr income in addition to meeting basic needs. [Interviews, 1999] No scientific 

investigationn needs to be conducted in order to arrive at the conclusion that during the 

firstt years of economic turmoil, most Cubans depended on alternative markets 

includingg bartering. It seems only logical that due to the lack of food and fuel 

deliveries,, rather like during a war, economy in Cuba pushed the population to create 

innovativee means of survival. These alternative or clandestine markets eventually got 

outt of hand and hurt potential state accumulation. 

Eventually,, the Cuban government sought a cure for black market activity where the 

productionn of goods and services were accomplished without the state benefiting from 

themm and where the police force was used in a futile fashion to stop a popular means 

off  survival. Certain services, like the butchery of meats, transportation of agricultural 

products,, cosmetic services and restaurants were no longer profitable for the state. The 

ideaa was that these services and the sale of products could be done more efficiently by 

means,, which would entail personal incentives. The idea was not to create free market 

capitalism,, but to create an independent domestic economy based on supply and 

demandd in order for the state to profit and recuperate the excess of cash in the country, 

nott only in pesos but also in dollars. 

Ass a result, in September of 1993, the Council of State passed the Decree Law No. 

141,, which legalised or made formal the concept of self-employment. This law 
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allowedd for individuals and singular unit families to exploit their own manual labour 

inn small self-made businesses. In maintaining the Socialist value of prohibiting the 

exploitationn of man by man, cuentapropistas are not permitted to employ other 

individuals;; though two or more self-employed entrepreneurs are allowed to register 

ass partnerships splitting the profits equally. The biggest services are found in the 

restaurantt and tourist accommodation businesses in private homes, butchery at the 

meatt markets, taxi transportation and car repair shops. On the smaller scale, there are 

hairr styling and beauticians, babysitting, bicycle taxis, carpentry and delivery services. 

Accordingg to the accompanying rules of Decree Law No. 141, self-employment can be 

exercisedd in 157 different occupations, and business transaction may be conducted in 

eitherr dollars or pesos. Since the laws and rules of cuentapropismo were made in 

timess of emergency planning, official government data on the registering of the self-

employedd are not quite coherent for the first two years of its existence. But some 

researchh does indicate that by 1995, 208.346 workers were registered in the self-

employedd sector. [Nunez, 1998:43] 

Inn any case, this newly recognised employment and market structure produced a 

numberr of problems with which the legislative powers of the country had to deal. 

Thesee problems will be dealt with more specifically in Chapter Five. But it is worth 

mentioningg here that the possibility for earning money in dollars, as opposed to pesos, 

createdd a big divide among workers. The situation quickly got out of hand, to the point 

thatt some individuals who opened their homes to tourists could earn as much as US 

$5000 per month, whereas a physician or teacher would make only up to US $20 per 

month.. [Interviews, 1998] Towards the last part of this chapter I will demonstrate the 

effectss this income disparity has had upon the population. Naturally, a new personal 

incomee tax regime was implemented in order for the state to profit from self-

employeess and to control the income disparity. 

Laww No. 73 of 4 August 1994 was the first personal income tax regime set up in all of 

thee history of revolutionary Cuba. The regulations are strictly enforced but are 

changingg constantly. Taxes on the profit of certain services amounted to up to 50% on 

individualss earning in US Dollars. [CEA, 1994] "Lo que hay es para todos" -what 

existss is for everyone- is the friendly picture painted by government propaganda in 
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newspapers.. [JR, 19 January, 1996:4] But the tax system on self-employed income 

containss a number of aspects that indicate an underdeveloped scheme and prove this 

modee of production to be only experimental. The manner in which the taxes are 

collectedd appears to be rudimentary in comparison to the tax regime in most countries. 

Locall  inspectors of the Provincial Committees of Economic Planning and their 

inspectorss collect taxes on a monthly basis; the money is collected in cash. 

Anotherr problem that emerged instantly out of the experience of self-employment was 

thee question of representation. Were the cuentapropistas to have representation in the 

CTC?? What were their rights? Certainly, because of the experiences that were 

witnessedd in Eastern Europe, especially Poland's Solidarnosc ascension to power and 

thee demise of the Communist Party in that country, most PCC members that I have 

interviewedd stated that the state leadership would never give any thought to the idea of 

promotingg an alternative self-employed workers' union. Again, these among other 

contradictionss will be dealt with more concretely in Chapter Five. 

4.88 Foreign Direct Investment 

Ass mentioned before, Cuba already had a legal venue for foreign investment since 

1980,, when the government passed Law-Decree No. 50 on the establishment of 

economicc associations between Cuban S.A.s and foreign companies in joint ventures. 

Duringg the eighties, foreign companies were invited to invest up to 49% in joint 

venturess with the state. Though the country did benefit from the capital inflows that 

foreignn investment produced, this law was insufficient in attracting the desired level 

off  badly needed hard currency production during the 1990s. The biggest problem was 

thatt few foreign investors were willing to invest into a business in which it would only 

receivee 49% of the profits. 

Finally,, in the September of 1995, the National Assembly of Popular Power approved 

thee New Law of Foreign Investment [Decree-Law No. 77]. This law codifies property 

rightsrights for all foreign investors and does not discriminate according to nationality. 

Additionally,, the law allows for Cubans residing abroad to invest and buy property in 

Cuba.. The New Law also codifies property rights for all foreign investors, taxes on 

profits,, the rights of nationals who work in private businesses, and the profit ratio for 
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remainingg state-private joint ventures. Private foreign companies were then welcomed 

too install capital and production sites for the exploitation of natural resources and 

productionn labour. The law allows for investment in any and all sectors excluding the 

nationall  health care system and hospitals, education and the military, although 

investmentss may be made in enterprises controlled by these essential state institutions. 

Accordingg to the law, and in accordance with the Constitution abolishing the 

"exploitationn of man by man", all Cuban workers remain employees of the state and 

wil ll  receive state payment and securities in the national monetary unit. Of course, the 

government'ss share of profit or sale of property is paid for in hard currency. These 

dollarss in return would be used for the fortification of public health, educational 

facilities,, as well as the repaying of foreign debt. 

Duee to its highly skilled and educated labour force, Cuba has always been an attractive 

sitee for foreign investors. In tourism, the country offers a wealth of natural resources 

andd sites that invite hotel construction and tourist services. In this sense, the New Law 

onn Foreign Investment opened the door to potential earnings that the country already 

possessed.. Every year, Havana holds its International Fair to welcome new businesses 

onn the island. 

Thee Cuban government planned this move carefully; it was studied by the PCC and 

CTCC research centres since the reforming of the Constitution in 1991. Hence, it took 

approximatelyy five years before this law was actually implemented. During that time, 

thee government set up consulting agencies for the long line of prospective foreign 

investors.. By 1993 approximately 280 companies from 36 countries had 

representativess in Cuba for joint venture agreements. [GI, 7 July 1993:13] By the 

closee of 1995, over 200 agreements had been signed involving FDI of 100% 

ownershipp by transnational corporations, from a total of 40 different countries. This 

providedd the state with an income of US $2.1 billion for that same year. [CEA: 

1996:8]]  The countries with the largest investors in Cuba were Spain, Canada, 

Venezuela,, Mexico, France and Italy. Foreign companies have invested into the 

exploitationn of natural resources like nickel mining and petroleum explorations in 

additionn to fishing. But the sale of technological services to other foreign businesses 

hass also been a big venue of investment. Because of the legalisation of the possession 
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off  the US Dollar and other hard currencies, there is a market that has now opened to 

investorss to sell products and services directly to the population. However, the largest 

sector,, which has been affected by the New Law on Foreign Investment, has been the 

touristt industry. 

4.8.11 Tourism, a realm apart 

Unfortunately,, there is not enough room to go into too much detail about the topic of 

tourismm here. Tourism is a very important sector for Cuba, which generates all kinds 

off  funds for the country. Because of the organisational and normative changes in 

Cuba'ss political economy, tourism has been able to grow to its potential, as the island 

iss now a hot spot for European, North American and Latin American visitors. 

Thee rapid development of tourism as a major source of hard currency income 

producedd the need to utilise the resources the country possessed in the most efficient 

manner.. Again, the state set out to control a new dollar earning industry by creating 

neww institutions that would monitor and handle this large sector. To this end, in 1994, 

thee Ministry of Tourism was established. 

Tourismm accounts for most dollar accumulation in Cuba. According to the Ministry of 

Tourism,, holiday visitors brought in approximately US SI billion between 1995 and 

1997.. Now, Cuba's dependency on tourism continues to grow and it began to simulate 

pre-Revolutionn economics. Of course, the difference here is that tourism remains in 

thee hands of the Cuban Ministry of Tourism in partnership with foreign investors. By 

1997,, there were 28.000 hotel rooms; 30% of which are run by foreign enterprises. 

[GI,, 7 September 1997:1] 

Inn 1996, Castro made his comment on tourism and the economy; he stated that 

tourismm will not change the economic culture in Cuba, nor will tourism replace the 

restt of the traditional economies. However, during the PCC Congress, tourism turned 

outt to be the salvation of the Cuban economy. [PCC V Congress, Doc. 1998] 

Cubanacann S.A. now provides state-of-the-art health spas, which attract Cuba friendly 
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worldd celebrities like South African Nelson Mandela and Argentine football star 

Diegoo Maradonna). Wealthy visitors contribute hundreds of thousand dollars to the 

healthh and ecological tourist sectors, which in turn are pumped back into health and 

education.. [GI, 8 January 1999] 

Thee accelerated process of investment during the first few years after the 

implementationn of the New Law on Foreign Investment created a strong demand for a 

heterogeneouss workforce. Professionals from a wide array of backgrounds flooded the 

touristt sector: engineers, lawyers, and teachers have abandoned their careers in order 

too work for tourism. [Interviews 1998] Even during the most difficult of economic 

timess for Cuba during the nineties, those who worked in tourism were seen as those 

withh the best jobs and positions in Cuban society. For some, working for tourism 

presentss an image of a new class of materially well off individuals, who within 

monthss acquired access to cars and new homes; workers in this sector receive such 

materiall  benefits as stimuli {estimulo -incentives). Workers in tourism are often 

presentedd with jabitas (plastic bags of goods available only in dollars) and the 

opportunityy to buy products only sold in dollars in the numerical equivalent in pesos: 

shoes,, clothing and household products from abroad. Tourist industry workers are 

seenn as the motor of the domestic economy because they are responsible for the 

managementt of the bulk of dollars that enters the country. Some Cubans think that 

thosee who work in the tourist sector live like tourists, that they are always receiving 

tipss and that they live like kings with access to Satellite TV in the hotel lobbies 

althoughh this is not always true. However, already there exists a perception of class 

difference;; a job in the tourism industry is an envied opportunity. [Interviews, 1998] 

Tourismm brings on other social problems like prostitution, access to drugs from abroad 

andd violent theft. So far, party/state control of these problems have manifested itself in 

thee form of police sponsored repression and the attempt to keep young native 

spectatorss away from the tourists. The country does not exactly know how to deal 

withh the problems that a tourist-led economy can bring. Traditionally, the PCC is 

calledd the (ideological-) motor for the Revolutionary state; but it is not uncommon to 

hearr managers and economists half-jokingly say that now, tourism is the motor of the 

Revolution.. It would be more than fair to say that to enter the tourist sector of the 
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nationall  economy is the dream of a large portion of Cuban youth and recent university 

graduates.. Direct access to dollars, optimal working conditions, ample space for 

professionall  mobility and a diversity of available positions are what the sector offers. 

Evenn Sociology and Philosophy students are entering the sector, taking on positions in 

teachingg aesthetics at FORMATUR, the School for Tourism sector training. 

[Interviews,, 1998] 

Theree are 75.000 employees in the tourist sector, more than 30.000 are considered to 

bee young adults less than thirty years of age; many of them are members of the UJC. 

[CEA,, 1998] The members of the UJC are said to have a better political preparation, 

theyy are thought of as those strong enough to enter a world surrounded by opulence 

butt maintaining their commitment to the principles of the Revolution. Tourism is 

calledd the face of Cuba, because the tourist gets their general impression from contact 

withh tourism workers. That might mean quality services at the bars and the beaches; 

thatt might also mean prostitution. Accordingly, Juan José Vega, President of 

Cubanacann Group S.A. says: "the first trenches of ideological struggle is in the tourist 

sector".. [GI, 7 September 1997:3] The UJC has a strong presence, supposedly 

becausee the prepared and educated youth that enter this sector may be drawn into 

individualism,, neo-liberal ideology, moral degradation, temptation into drugs and 

negativee competition. 

Statee welfare has benefited from these young workers. At many sites the employees, 

underr the direction of UJC, have organised tip campaigns; calling it a "volunteer 

surrender""  of tips beneficial to the Revolution. For example, between 1993-1998, El 

Aljib ee restaurant in La Habana gathered US $360.000 in the five years that it has been 

open,, all of it goes to the Ministry of Public Health. [JR, 15 November 1998:2] These 

andd many other projects of the like are what make the tourism industry a dynamic 

contributionn to the economy of Cuba. But the contribution itself automatically implies 

contradictionss in Cuban society, between those chosen to work in tourism with access 

too nice commodities and those who cannot find their way into tourism. Each economic 

spacee becomes an area for ideological struggle and critical analysis; the Cuban 

leadership'ss job is to find out how to control the contradictions and minimise the 

sociall  costs. 
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4.8.22 Bank system reform 

Duee to the already mentioned organisational transformations of state institutions and 

normss of economic legislation, Cuba was forced into restructuring its monetary policy 

andd banking system. Previous to the reforms, the only existing bank in Cuba was the 

Bancoo Nacional. It was initially the legalisation of the possession of hard currency that 

createdd the need for these reforms. The first scheme in decentralising the bank system 

wass the creation of the Banco Popular de Ahorros -a savings bank, in 1993. [FI, 1998] 

Thiss bank relieved the national bank's responsibility of holding personal savings in 

thee national monetary unit. A separate bank was created for the savings of hard 

currencyy earnings; the Banco International de Comercio (BCI), which opened up in 

1994.. But because of the increasing number of foreign investors, ex-pat residents on 

thee island and the new self-employed businesses that were created, this small reform 

didd not suffice. Hence, also in 1994, the government passed Decree-Law No. 84. 

Underr this legislative measure, Cuba's Banco Nacional ceased to hold the banking 

monopoly,, which governed all monetary and business transactions on the island. 

Previously,, all savings and personal bank accounts, hard currency convertibility, 

foreignn investment and money transfers were controlled by the above mentioned 

centralisedd state institution. This law opened space for private banks and financial 

organisationss to operate on the island, as well as for the presence of representative and 

workingg offices of foreign and privately owned banks. 

Thee National Bank was renamed the Banco Central de Cuba; this entity now deals 

strictlyy with national reserves and state capital holdings. Additionally, CADECA S.A. 

(casas(casas de cambio) was created in October of 1995 for the purpose of issuing 

convertiblee pesos (a new monetary unit representing dollar purchasing power 

domestically)) and actual peso-dollar exchange for individuals. This entity was 

recognisedd as an independent corporation, free from central state control. [FI, 1998] 
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Thesee consequential reforms opened up the island to over 12 large foreign banks and 

55 private or non-government Cuban banks. Among the foreign banks are: ING Bank 

off  the Netherlands, Banco Bilbao Vizcaya, Banco Exterior of Spain, National Bank of 

Canadaa and Societe Generale of France. The domestic private banks like the 

Agriculturall  and Industrial Bank (a commercial bank) deal mainly with budget 

enterprisess and UBPCs. The result, though still in the making, is a surrender to what 

cann be referred to as the international norms of banking systems. Additionally, the 

upgradingg of computers and technological infrastructure of money transfers and credit 

systemss was implemented in order to leave room for the future possibility of receiving 

creditss from European and global financial institutions. [La Jornada, 4 June 1996] 

4.8.33 Other  recent economic strategies 

Thoughh I have already mentioned the six major components to the organisational 

transformationss of state institutions, other developments continued to take place in the 

Cubann government's attempt at inserting the country into the global political 

economy.. From among them, I can briefly mention here the creation of Free 

Economicc Zones (FEZ) or what is called in Spanish Zonas Francos. This has been 

anotherr organisational change, which is hoped to generate capital and make space for 

rapidd levels of commerce. Since 1997, through these new FEZ, the Cuban government 

allowss foreign companies to conduct commerce which benefit all parties, especially 

thosee that need to purchase products for the reproduction of services in joint ventures 

likee tourism. It facilitates the necessary acquisition and access to foreign products 

whichh Cuba itself cannot produce; it also generates a moving economy where 

competitionn benefits the national economy as a whole. The advantage to providing 

roomm for free competition among international corporations in the sales and purchases 

off  products, especially high-tech products, is that the highest quality of the 

commoditiess at the lowest prices will raise domestic standards of corporate and 

industriall  materials to that of global norms. Furthermore, the opening of the FEZ has 

providedd more employment possibilities for the working population. Once again, the 

governmentt continues to manage wages for the nationals that work at the five FEZ 

sitess on the island. [GI, 7 January 1998] 
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II  have found over 40 detailed articles of law regarding the implementation of the FEZ. 

Thesee laws are meticulously tailored to maintain strict control of the treatment of 

Cubann workers, how foreign enterprises must relate to government agencies on the 

grounds,, the definition of property, insurance and security, and the creation of the new 

Ministryy of Foreign Capital and Economic Collaboration. The laws make clear the 

geographicall  limitations of Free Economic Zones, which are always kept far away 

fromm city centres and residential quarters. No person can enter the Free Economic 

Zoness without permission from the Ministry of Foreign Capital and Economic 

Collaborationn or without possessing an identity card issued by the Ministry of Labour 

andd Social Security. [MTTS 1998, CEA 1998:40] 

4.99 Real economic impact 

Soo far in this chapter, I have summarised the causes of Cuba's economic crisis during 

thee 1990s and the organisational transformations that have occurred in the country's 

domesticc political economy in response to the same. In the next chapter, the outcome 

off  a number of these reforms will be analysed critically and placed under scrutiny for 

theoreticall  considerations, and to answer the second half of the central research 

question.. But beforehand, in these last two sections of this chapter, it is necessary to 

outlinee the most essential results and conclusions of the Special Period. The results 

aree basically broken down into two fields of study. The first is the group of simple 

empiricall  figures, which indicate economic growth, meaning the end of the economic 

crisis.. The second is the more social aspect, which indicate serious consequences for 

thee general population and party/state legitimacy. Though these sections are brief in 

comparisonn to others in this chapter, it is nevertheless important to deliver the real 

impactt that the crisis and reforms had upon Cuban society. 

4.9.11 Signs of slow recovery 

Inn classical terms, using Gross Domestic Product (GDP), the result of the reforms 

implementedd since 1995, has been a slow recuperation of economic growth. In terms 
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off  the long range results on GDP prior and during Cuba's economic crisis, we can 

notee that in 1989 the country's GDP grew only 0.7% in relation to the year prior; in 

1990,, when the Soviets delayed all their oil deliveries, the GDP contracted by -2.9%. 

Thiss fall into economic crisis continued throughout 1993 when the recorded GDP 

growthh amounted to -14.9%. It was in 1994 that the country's domestic economy 

startedd to demonstrate signs of getting out of the economic crisis, but still there was no 

talkk of recuperation; for this year the GDP experienced a 0.7% growth. The following 

yearss showed signs of some improvement: 2.5% in 1995, 5% in 1996 and 2.5% in 

19977 which all but one year were low compared to the predicted average 4,5-5.0% 

growth.. [CEA, 1996:1-5] According to government sources and PCC literature, the 

principall  factors which hindered such planned growth were the following: Worsening 

externall  financial conditions as a result of the Helms-Burton law, the fall in sugar 

production;; the deteriorating terms of trade due to the fall in nickel prices, adverse 

climaticc conditions which affected agriculture; and Thrips Palemi bacteria which 

(blamedd on a certain US conspiracy) plagued many crops. [CubaNews 1 July 1997] I 

wouldd venture to say that the though the US embargo (in its Torricelli and Helms-

Burtonn phase) did have an effect upon further potential growth, the main problem with 

domesticc production were the lack of inputs and spare parts in the industrial sector, 

thee weak position of the Peso, the social adjustments that needed to be made in new 

manageriall  structures and the lack of experience in local managerial directorship. 

Thoughh the economy never reached the leadership's annual planned goal, the 1997 

GDPP 2,5% increase demonstrates that the planned economy can maintain a tendency 

off  gradual and sustainable recuperation of the national economy, a return to growth 

ratess as seen in the early eighties but only by prioritising certain sectors. For instance 

inn 1996, when the GDP growth rate was recorded at 5%, UBPC production shrunk 

2,8%% due to low efficiency in economic terms of the sugar cane and non-sugar sectors 

off  that area. There were 1576 units of UBPC's, with 37% of all arable land; these 

unitss projected an output of 5 million tons of sugar, whereas the year only offered 

4.252.000.. In this same year (1996) industrial production grew by 7.8%; sectors of 

lightt industry such as detergent, cosmetics, and household cleaning goods grew 10%; 

materialss for infrastructure construction 12%; production of electricity grew by 7%; 

thee food industry 9%; crude natural products (nickel and petroleum) 12%; the sugar 
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industry,, that is not only the production of sugar but the manufacturing of sugar 

relatedd products like rum, foods, juices, combustibles, 4,4%. [CEA, 1998:3-5] 

Thee case of the growth in the nickel industry is particularly interesting in terms of 

relatingg success in production to the reforms that were made, especially in terms of 

foreignn investment. Although the world demand for nickel is today nowhere near the 

demandd during the 1970s, due to plastic substitutes, certain foreign industries continue 

too have an interest in its production due to the need of nickel for producing sulphides 

inn the metal refining industry. An example of that was Sheritt of Canada Group, which 

agreedd to join the Cuban government's Compania General de Niquel in creating the 

Moaa Nickel Company in 1994. [FI, 1998: 48] This partnership in exploiting this 

primaryy product has had an extraordinary effect on its production. The figures, which 

havee been produced, not only by the Cuban government but those that were also 

confirmedd by the Canadian government, testified to a 64.4% increase between 1994-

1995.. Whereas nickel production in Cuba during 1994 resulted in approximately 

27.0000 tons of the metal, in 1995, Cuba in partnership with the private Canadian 

groupp registered a production of over 46.000 tons of nickel. This result superseded 

nickell  production in 1987, which only amounted to 37.000 tons. In 1996 production-

levelss increased again by 31 %. This has meant an additional annual income into the 

countryy worth over US $100 million. In 1996, one year after the passing of the New 

Laww on Foreign Investment, Australian Western Mining Corporation sealed a US 

$6000 million agreement with the Cuban government to exploit the lateretic nickel 

reservess in Holguin Province. [FI, 1998:48-50] 

Inn terms of the tourist sector, growth in production, construction, and services grew, as 

didd the inflow of tourists on a yearly basis. In 1995 over 740.000 visitors spent their 

holidayss in Cuba on tourist visas, this was a 19% increase over 1994. In 1996, 

900.0000 tourists arrived on the island. And in 1996 and 1997, over one million 

touristss -per year- chose Cuba as their holiday destination. In terms of net revenues 

fromm tourism throughout the first half of thee decade, government figures conclude that 

inn 1991, tourism provided Cuba with a littl e over US $500 million, whereas in 1995 

revenuess amounted to over US $1 billion. [CEE 1999:20] 
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Inn order to guarantee economic recuperation and in order to reach a GDP growth 

betweenn 2,5% and 3,5% in 1998, the Cuban government considered it essential to 

acceleratee and increase the level of economic efficiency, the optimal usage of scarce 

resourcess in hard currency and a productivity growth between 1,5 and 2,5%; whereas 

thee index for energy consumption growth should only be 1,3%. [CEE 1998: 36] 

Additionally,, a bigger reduction in the excess of monetary liquidity in the hands of the 

populationn (cash or in savings accounts), was deemed necessary by state economists. 

Nevertheless,, some improvement has been made. In 1993, liquidity of the population 

amountedd to over Cuban Pesos 11 million; in 1994 liquidity fell to Cuban Pesos 

9.940.000;; in 1995 this fell to 9.251.300 and in 1996 it was down to 9.039.600 pesos. 

Thiss last figure amounted to 38.8% of the entire GDP for 1996, which still does not 

reflectt a slightly healthier 21.6% as was indicated for 1989. However, an 

improvementt was witnessed while comparing 1996 liquidity rates in percentage of the 

GDPP to 1993's liquidity rate which reflected 73% of Cuba's GDP for that year. The 

largee reduction of liquidity can be attributed mostly to legalisation of the possession of 

hardd currencies and the dollarisation of the economy, whereby Cubans would change 

theirr pesos for dollars in order to purchase essential goods. In terms of foreign debt, 

whichh now is counted only in hard currency terms, the government provided figures 

indicatingg that the total foreign debt did increase between 1994, where in US dollars it 

amountedd to $9,082,800,000 to $9,161,008,000 in 1995. But the state budget deficit 

(too current GDP) decreased tremendously from 1993 to 1995, whereas in percentages 

thee former (1993) reached a level of 32.7 %, and in 1995 fell to 3.5%. [FI, 1998:45] 

Alll  these indicators prove that Cuba began to recuperate its production process in 

19955 and the economy was open to more growth in capital accumulations. 

4.9.22 Social indicators and contradictions in Cuba's political economy 

Despitee the desire of many in Miami, the Cuban people did not follow the path of 

theirr erstwhile Eastern European comrades. During the crisis of the 1990s 

demonstrationss and riots were not seen on the streets and the government, concerned 

withh developing strategies, received overwhelming support from the masses. People 

adjustedd their diets to eating less varied food, as bread lines grew longer. 
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Transportationn in the cities as well as in the hilly countryside was reduced to the 

Chinesee bicycle and large, cheap cargo wagons imitating public buses (the camellos). 

Nevertheless,, Fidel Castro boasted that during this difficult time, not one school, 

hospitall  or day-care centre was shut down. [GI, 8 February 1995:3] 

Ass I have shown in the Introduction and in Chapter Two of this dissertation, the 

Cubann government's primary responsibilities to the country have been to maintain a 

relativelyy high level of egalitarian social indicators through re-distribution among the 

population,, welfare in housing, food, education and medicine, and social stability 

basedd on the growth of the economy. The social achievements that have been 

accomplishedd since the party/state apparatus was established are considered to be 

amongg the most important fruits of the Revolution, which legitimises the regime. 

Thoughh few would argue with the fact that no schools or hospitals were ever shut 

downn during the crisis of the 1990s, other social-economic indicators need to be taken 

intoo consideration in order for the analysis to be complete. 

Inn terms of total public spending, government sources indicate a pattern simulating the 

restt of production and spending in all other sectors of the country's economy during 

thee crisis. The comparison, beginning in 1989 with an outlay of budgeted activities 

totallingg over 7 billion Pesos, reaching the lowest trough in 1992 with an outlay of 6 

billionn Pesos and rising again in 1996 back to 7 billion Pesos, demonstrates an overall 

improvement.. The largest expenses for the state have been Education, Public Health 

andd Social Security. Social Security and Retirement benefits increased by 5% between 

Januaryy 1997 and January 1998 [MTSS, 1998] and have increased at least this much 

everr since. An identical pattern is found in terms of welfare expenditure directly to the 

population. . 

Butt the same could not be said of Public Health; whereas from 1990-1991, 

expendituress in this field contracted from 937.4 million Pesos to 924.9 million. 

However,, in 1992, public health spending did increase to over 1 billion Pesos. There 

wass a slight decrease in 1994, although it was still over 1 billion Pesos. Every year 

thereafterr up until the year 2000, the Cuban government has kept up its commitment 

too increasing expenditures in the Public Health sector including salaries for those in 
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thee health profession. Additionally, the number of health care workers has 

continuouslyy increased between 1993, where there was a total of 308.352 to 320.427 

inn 1995. During this same crucial period, the Population per Physician ratio fell from 

214:11 to 193:1. Again, the figures from 1996 to 2000 demonstrate a continuous 

growthh in the number of doctors that Cuban universities produce. [FI 1998:12] This 

pointt will be elaborated on in Chapter Five. 

Despitee the effects that the embargo had on the health care system, certain 

achievementss in this sector can be noted, including the 1997 infant mortality rate (7,2 

perr 1.000) which puts Cuba among the 25 countries with the lowest infant mortality 

ratee in the world. In this same year, the mortality rate of those younger than 5 years of 

agee was 9,3 per 1.000. National vaccination programmes continued to guarantee the 

immunityy against 12 illnesses commonly found among infants. [CEA, 1998:8] 

Thee figures for unemployment are less impressive. In 1997, the rate was 6,9% of the 

ablee working population which was a drop from 7,5% in the previous year, with 

66.3000 positions in the service sector; 15% state and 53% non state and 30% mixed. 

Thee cuentapropista solution could then have also been seen as an attempt to remedy 

unemployment.. Many of the cuentapropistas between 1994, when the law of self-

employmentt was implemented, and 1997 happen to be displaced workers from 

assemblyy factories closed down during the first half of the 90s, or university or high 

schooll  dropouts who have discovered money making on the streets before self-

employmentt was normalised. Nevertheless and in contrast, the information on 

unemploymentt for 1998, which was 8%, indicated a reversal in the trend to turn to 

self-employment.. [MTSS, 1998] But the unemployment rate for 1999 did decrease 

backk to 7,3%. [CEE, 2000:7] More recent figures on cuentapropismo and 

unemploymentt will be delivered in the following chapter. 

4.9.33 Social welfare 

Feww can contest the grand social achievements that were accomplished during Cuba's 

economicc crisis during the 1990s. They not only contrast sharply with neighbouring 

countriess but also indicate a tendency to maintain and increase the state's 
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responsibilityy to the population. How the Cuban economy was able produce a set of 

programmess resulting in slow recuperation while at the same time re-enforcing the 

commitmentt to welfare is what keeps social scientists in awe. However, even though 

thesee official figures seem impressive, another part of the story is not told. Social-

economicc indicators usually concern themselves only with numbers that indicate 

governmentt output in social expenditure and the condition of the general population. 

Forr example: life expectancy, infant mortality rates, etc. I, nevertheless, have chosen 

too take other social aspects into consideration; namely: disparity in income and capital 

accumulation,, the effects of legalising the dollar, social problems like prostitution and 

thee development of racial discrimination, and the contradictions emanating from the 

neww forms of labour, like self-employment. These aspects can be related directly to 

thee list of organisational and normative transformations mentioned earlier in this 

chapter. . 

4.9.44 Disparity in income 

Thee biggest social problem that I have identified in Cuba today is the disparity in 

incomee and material goods among the population. As I will demonstrate, they are a 

directt result of the reforms and organisational and normative transformations that the 

politicall  economy has experienced during the crisis. As a rough introductory guide, 

wee can look at the concentration of liquid capital into fewer hands. Haraldo Dilla 

[1999]]  notes that by looking at the statistics derived from bank accounts (information 

providedd by the National Bank of Cuba), we see a progressive difference between a 

smalll  group of people holding much more capital than others: 

"... .in late 1994 14,1% of the total accounts contained 77,8% of the total amount of savings. A year 
later,, 13,1% of the accounts contained 83,7% of the total and by 1996 the concentration had reached 
thee point where 12,8% of the total number of accounts (some 600,000 accounts) represented 84,7% of 
thee total savings accumulated, some 6.6 billion Pesos. More significant perhaps is the fact that in the 
samee year 2,7% of accounts contained 43,8% of all savings." 

Thesee figures indicate personal savings at the National Bank alone. It does not take 

intoo account the savings accounts that exist in the new and private banks, which hold 

savingss in the national monetary unit as well as in dollars. Though no figures were 

provide,, as they would be difficult to gather during the current time of bank system 

restructuring,, I would venture to say that figures from all the dollar savings accounts 
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onn the island most probably indicate an even larger concentration of capital into even 

fewerr hands. This gross reality provides proof of a growing disparity among Cuban 

nationals,, a big contradiction due to the reforms. The growing unequal distribution of 

wealthh to which Dilla alludes is, in my opinion, due to the creation of a dual monetary 

systemm and the opening of self-employment as a new mode of production. 

Ass mentioned earlier, prior to 1993, Cubans possessing US Dollars would be severely 

punished.. One of the first economic reforms that were made during the Special Period 

wass the legalisation of the possession of hard currencies by Cuban nationals. This 

processs -which I identify more realistically as the dollarisation of the economy- can 

bee studied by looking at the effects it had upon the general population and the instant 

differencess that it created among certain social groups. The first divisive effect is the 

riftrift  that is created between those with FE (literally "faith", but short for Familia en el 

Exterior,Exterior, or those with family abroad) and those without. Those with relatives in 

Northh America or Western Europe are the first to benefit from the dollarisation 

process.. They experienced a different Special Period, possibly a glorious special 

period.. These are the individuals who immediately went to the stores, traditionally 

reservedd for diplomats and directors of corporations, to buy cement and paint for their 

homee repair, stylish clothing from Benetton, Sony televisions and sound systems, Fiat 

carss and mopeds, fresh meats and fine wines from Europe. These small material 

differencess should not be underestimated. They create deep scars among neighbours 

andd relatives, between blacks and whites (recognising the fact the more well to do 

Cubann population outside Cuba are white), and especially between employees and 

managerss or PCC members. 

Again,, this legalisation created a dual economy, were many products from abroad and 

manyy services produced domestically would be sold in US Dollars. The only products 

andd services which continue to be sold in pesos are: monthly rations, daily bread 

rations,, supplementary foods from the UBPC markets, transportation, refreshments 

andd beverages provided by cuentapropistas, second hand books, cultural activities 

(theatre,, ballet, concerts), and local entertainment (bars, cinema and sports halls). The 

so-calledd "'dollar shoppings" or "diplotiendas", which were initially opened for the 

tourist,, became providers of Cuba's occasional consumer goods paid for in dollars. 
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Somee medicines that are considered to be non-essential by the government: cough 

medicines,, anti diarrhoea medicines and aspirins, for example, have to be paid for in 

USS Dollars. 

Inn terms of nutrition, only the minimal food basket is guaranteed for Cuban families, 

thatt is: A typical food basket per person comes out to be $2.25 per month, but that 

foodd basket does not have all the nutritional value that it had had during the eighties. 

Freshh fruit is not included, neither are meats, cooking oil, or dairy products, usually. 

Thee monthly rationed food basket is comprised of basic staple products (rice and 

beans),, which include a guaranteed round piece of bread per day. Hence, most Cubans 

continuee to turn to the black market to supplement their needs. [Interviews, 1999] 

4.9.55 The drive towards tourism 

Meanwhile,, in the tourism industry workers are comforted by new forms of work 

incentives.. Jabitas, plastic bags of cosmetic and clothing goodies, which can only be 

boughtt in dollars but are specially given or on occasion sold to workers in tourism at 

subsidisedd prices, is the prime example. This is a sort of stimulus for the tourist 

industryy workers along with which they can be offered tips in dollars directly from the 

tourists.. Previously it was illegal for Cuban workers to accept the dollars, today it is 

nott only commonplace and legal, but it is encouraged. Out of 100 Cuban workers that 

II  interviewed at random, 94 have stated that there is a big difference in the standard of 

livingg between those who work in tourism and those in other sectors. [Interviews, 

1998]]  Many of those interviewed have used the word abysmal in describing the 

difference.. The remaining six, which were composed of professional athletes, a 

physician,, and accounting specialists in the new financial sectors, were opposed to the 

ideaa that there was any difference in standard of living were. Clearly, many students 

graduatingg from the universities are more inclined to want to work for the tourist 

sector.. The difference between those who come in contact with foreign capital and 

thosee that do not is becoming more and more obvious. 
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4.9.66 Self-employment and inequality 

Ass far as the cuentapropismo is concerned, the self-employed generally make much 

moree money than state workers, those who can earn dollars are at a higher advantage 

thann those earning in pesos. Dollar earners can buy materials for the production of 

services.. Profits for those who conduct businesses in pesos were based on the sale of 

productss made from (raw) materials that were bought from the state. Whereas dollar 

earnerss conducted their businesses strictly in the service industry (restaurants, bed-

and-breakfasts,, etc.) Material earnings and benefits for dollar earners (home 

improvement,, cars, televisions, etc.) bring a relative yet serious hike in the standard of 

living.. There is a giant difference between the average income of those who conduct 

theirr business in the national monetary unit and those who use the US dollar for the 

productionn and sale of their services. I found that cuentapropistas -dealing in dollars-

cann make nearly $500 after taxes, whereas the peso earning pizza maker can earn as 

littl ee as 150 Pesos. Additionally, most of the dollar earning self-employed are those 

individualss and families with FE. Therefore, indicating that many of the new and 

successfull  businesses like paladares (home-restaurants) and bread-and-breakfasts are 

generallyy funded by family abroad, who were able to send their island resident 

relativess money to start and maintain high-income earnings. My study also 

demonstratedd a possible rift in ideology and sympathy towards the Cuban government; 

56%% of the cuentapropistas with FE that I interviewed said that they do not care so 

muchh for the Communist government. In contrast, of those that did not have family 

abroad,, 63% answered not only favourably but also quite enthusiastically in their 

supportt for the Communist Party-led state. Though this group represents a small 

percentagee of the entire population, their attitudes do represent a developing 

differencee in ideas between those with access to dollars and those who do not. [See 

Appendix] ] 

4.9.77 Racism 

Thoughh many claim that the Revolution abolished racism in Cuba -at least 

institutionally-- forty years of progressive social order cannot erase five hundred years 

off  history. The attitudes and prejudices of racist ideology remain prevalent and are 
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manifestedd in the way individuals identify themselves. Even up to this day, the colour 

off  one's skin is still inscribed on passports and identification cards. In her graduate 

thesiss concerning the condition of Black Women in Cuba, Turid Bazuin says the 

following: : 

"Today,, when looking at the color present in the medical personnel, tourist hotels and on television 
makess one realise the still prevailing preference for "white-looking" people. Even though Blacks 
enteredd the labor market, this preference became less stringent during the years after 1959. Today 
(writingg during the Special Period), due to foreign influences (joint venture, tourism, etc.) the 
preferencee for white people is increasing again." [Bazuin, 1997:83] 

Thee same can be said for cuentapropismo, especially in the light of what was 

explainedd earlier, about those self-employed receiving dollar remittances from abroad 

-theyy are usually white. It is interesting to see what prospects racist attitudes have in 

thee developing domestic market; will the inequalities between Whites and Blacks in 

pre-Revolutionaryy times be manifested again? What is certain is that the largest 

representedd race in cuentapropismo happens to be White. Additionally, there is a 

longerr family tradition of running small businesses among Whites than Blacks, who 

priorr to the Revolution where usually not found in the small proprietor class. A 

sweepingg though accurate generalisation can be made that White families have more 

experiencee in setting up small, family run shops, restaurants and stores. The kiosks 

andd restaurants are usually run by families and relatives, parents and grandparents who 

rememberr pre-Revolutionary days and possess the knowledge of how businesses are 

run;; they in turn hand these traditions down to their children. 

4.9.88 Tourism, prostitution and racism 

Ass tourism is expanding, a feeling of fear is being conjured up among Cubans. This 

fearr dates back to the Cuba of the 1950s. Those over fifty  years old remember Havana 

whenn it was a US tourist playground dominated by gangsters who also owned other 

"industries""  like gambling, drug trafficking and prostitution. Government policies 

regardingg tourism are evidence of contradictions. For example, Cubans are denied 

accesss to many tourist facilities, or hotels are only open to those Cubans who can pay 

inn dollars. This creates an ideological and political problem and highlights the 
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contradictoryy values of government policies, because through the Revolution Cubans 

havee been trained in a quasi-egalitarian system. 

Tourismm greatly affects wages and one can no longer speak of equality among them. 

Forr example, within one week, a tourist cab driver (or a prostitute) earns the 

equivalentt of a doctor's monthly salary. Furthermore, today the stream of tourists -

mainlyy coming from Europe- confront the Cubans with other ideologies, which have 

bothh positive (knowledge and consciousness) and negative (frustration at not having 

thosee dollars and not having the ability to travel) effects. Tourism is a catalyst to 

change,, it increases the domestic understanding of world affairs and the world market 

system;; at the same time it also brings with it materialism, prostitution and frustration. 

Thee government's intention when it first promoted tourism during the 1980s, and then 

duringg the Special Period, was to keep the tourists in their hotels and on the beaches, 

visitingg Cuba only through guided tours. The tourist industry was set up as an industry 

'apart'' from the population. But this changed as more and more workers were drawn 

intoo the tourist industry, the fastest growing and most profitable business in Cuba. But 

onee cannot have two "spheres" (private domestic and foreign) run apart. Tourists 

wantt to meet Cubans and vice-versa, to hinder that is to play with nature. 

Furthermore,, realising the importance of the dollar, Cubans make an effort to get into 

contactt with tourists. 

Evenn though the rate of Black and White Cubans working in the tourist industry, are 

aboutt the same, tourism also means more racism. Blacks tend to witness their 

passportss and identity cards being checked more often when entering a hotel. If the 

passportt is Cuban and one is Black, entrance is often denied unless, of course, dollars 

aree accompanied by the Black. [Interviews, 1998] However, the amount of White and 

Blackk employees in the hotels is the same. Of course one can argue that this is a 

prejudicee based upon the attempt to separate the tourist community from natives, for 

thee purpose of making tourists comfortable and not bothered by needy Cubans. But 

thee fact remains that these prejudices are manifested in segregating Blacks from 

Whites.. Why can't a Black man be a tourist? The ideas of racism reminiscent of the 

1950ss are only re-enforced. 
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Thee increasing amount of joint ventures and the legalisation of the dollar are two other 

importantt outcomes of the Special Period, contributing to the increasing class 

differencess and stronger lines of racism. The head of the Anthropology Department at 

thee University of Havana re-affirmed the notion that racism has grown as foreign 

influencee increased. She stated for example, that the firmas mixtas (joint ventures) 

preferr to employ White Cubans. Even though the Cuban state organises all workers to 

apply,, foreign firms choose White and Male, which surprised her as she is used to 

working,, in the same type of company, with many women and Blacks. Not only the 

jointt ventures, but also the legalisation of the dollar had consequences that played 

alongg racist lines. [Bazuin, 1997] 

Curiouslyy enough, prostitution was not outlawed immediately in 1959. Pimping 

becamee prohibited only in 1961, but the traditional posadas (government run hotels) 

weree to remain open to "satisfy a social need". Prostitution thereby became state-

controlledd [Matthews and Salas quoted in Bunk, 1994:96]. In 1970, the government 

changedd its approach and considered prostitution to be a growing social problem, 

whichh needed to be outlawed [Bunk, 1994:104]. Today prostitution is an everyday 

phenomenonn in which the borders of just talking, friendship or beyond seems very 

blurred.. Jineterismo is a broad term that is used to describe a range of activities such 

ass having a "good time" and a drink at a hotel with a foreigner. It could be extended to 

dancingg with tourists, letting the foreigners buy nice clothing or having sex with the 

visitor.. The different ranges or scales of jineterismo make Cubans say that it is not 

prostitutionn in the conventional use of the term. In Cuba there are male jineteros and 

femalee jineteras. Bazuin notes that it is the latter that is talked about more often in 

Cuba,, even though the male/female ratio in prostitution is equal. [Bazuin, 1997] Even 

thee government openly expressed their view towards jineterismo. Fidel Castro himself 

seemedd to have changed his mind in the times of economic hardships. The excuse he 

gavee for Cuban prostitution today was that these women are jineteras and not 

prostitutess since no one forced them to do so. Castro stated that these jineteras were 

"highlyy educated hookers and quite healthy." [Washington Post, 3 March 1992: A31] 

Whenn speaking to Brazilian government officials, Castro said that: "Our hookers do 

nott do it out of obligation, or necessity. Here prostitution does not occur for that 
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reasonn but because somehow they like it." But government policy remains unclear, as 

moree youth turn to these means in quest for the US Dollar. 

4.9.99 The consequences and legitimacy 

Alll  together, the combination of economic crisis and the responsive reforms can be 

understoodd as an apertura (or opening), which was conscientiously and gradually 

implementedd for the purpose of adapting Cuban society to global changes. All the 

while,, the PCC under the leadership of Fidel Castro maintained social stability and 

continuancee (at least in words) with the Socialist project. In line with the forty-year-

oldd project, the specific changes in Cuba's political economy remains self-imposed. 

Thiss is not a World Bank or IMF plan, but it is a profound change that essentially 

modifiess the relationship between Cuba and the global economy. 

Too the dismay of those who watched in hope for the fall of the Communist party/state 

apparatuss and predicted an eventual demise of the revolutionary political structure, the 

PCCC remained firm and led the country out of economic chaos. In turn, the population 

respondedd by adapting to the imposed changes. No one knows how many more 

reformss will be implemented in the future, but what remains clear is that market-like 

strategiess in Cuba never interfered with social spending. On the contrary, the Cuban 

governmentt continues to maintain its commitment to the essential social achievements 

off  the Revolution. Nevertheless, the unorthodox socio-economic indicators that I 

havee taken into consideration do indicate that ever since the state leadership 

implementedd the reforms leading towards the organisational transformation of 

productionn and accumulation, rifts of inequality have appeared among the population. 

Hence,, egalitarian values and equal distribution of wealth and resources experienced a 

shakyy imbalance. 

Theree were changes made in the political structure, more specifically in the 

representativee electoral process and in the definition of private property. The 

constitutionall  reforms, the laws and programmes that followed up through the Special 
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Period,, were welcomed by the population. Additionally, Party discourse on social 

justicee and anti-imperialism continued to be ever present. It is in this light where one 

cann conclude that the preservation and even enhancement of the essential pillars and 

foundationss of the Cuban Revolution that were described in Chapter Three, were a 

necessaryy element, if not the most important, in maintaining and protecting the one-

party/statee apparatus. 
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